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Fulton

Id

Swift's Cheese Plant Will Have
"Open Heise" Here On June 6th
The grand opening of the new
Swift and Company cheese plant
in Fulton will be on Friday, June
6, with an "open house" for the
public from 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Thousands of -farmers from
throughout the Ken-Tenn area
are being sent invitations to visit
the new plant, and a large throng
is expected in Fulton on that date.
The company now operates
eight daily milk-hauling routes
seven days a week to the plant.
buying milk within a 35-40 mile
radius of Fulton. All customers,
potential customers And interested public will be invited to go
through the modern, sparkling
cheese plant, located on the third
floor of the Swift and Company
building on East State Line.
Visitors will be able to see
where milk is received, weighed,
treated, processed, pasteurized,
cooled and processed into cheese.
They will also be escorted through
the ice-cream manufacturing diENTERS US ARMY
Seven men from three West
Tennessee boards have reported
to Fort Chaffee, Ark., this week
after being inducted into the
Army at the Armed Forces Examining State at Kennedy Veterans Hospital in Memphis. Included in the group was Alvin T.
Petersog of Fulton.

vision of the plant.
Samples of cheese, ice cream
and door prizes are planned.
The cheese plant cost over
$100,000 to set up, and can handle
15,000 gallons of milk daily, plant
officials stated.

THE
The "Banana
Capital of the World"

The Hub er the

Volume Twenty-Seven

Total Of 175 Firms Join Local
Chamber Of Commerce This Year
A record total of 175 firms
have joined the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of Commerce this
year, and the membership drive,
while nearly complete, still lacks
a few contacts. C .H. McDaniel,
Fulton druggist and membership
chairman, announced this week
that a vecord $8,590 will be provided the Chamber thru dues during the current year.
The $8,590 figure represents by
for the highest working capital
the local Chamber has had in recent years, and will afford the
group an opportunity to greatly
expand its operations in fields
that heretofore have not been
accomplished.
Fifty new memberships are included in this year's total, McDaniel stated.
Following is a breakdown by
classifications:

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

I (24.00)
II (60.00)
III (120.00)
IV (180.00)
V (12.50)
VI (free)
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Stubblefield Unseats Gregory By 432
es; Stewart Wins Over Gordon

69
78 VOt
16
2

Logan Decides Congressional Race;
County Votes For Gregory, Gordon

8
2

Work To Start
On Pool This Week
The excavating work on the
Willow Plunge Swiniming Pool is
due to get underway the last of
this week, according to Joe Treas,
president of the WillOw Plunge
Pool Corporation.
In purchasing the necessary
equipment,- money will be needed, so citizens who made pledged
on the pool are asked to turn in
their money to either the Fulton
Bank or Atki2s Insurance Company.

$91,502.48 Ilas Been Received For Siegel
Fund, More Conshup Work Begins Soon
On Tuesday of this Week $91,502 48 had been received by the
Siegel factory fund-raising committee, according to Beb White,
chairman.
Of this amount $7,793.90 was in
currency and the rest of the
amount was in checks. The rest
of the amount is coming in, acceedkiirle Mr. White. 411ne• bundollars is Ole need.
Meg 11hispettd
ed ausittnt.
Architects are now wing on
the blue prints for the hew building that will house thei:Henry I.
Siegel plant here, and ise soon as
these are completed, the construction work will begin.
Two weeks ago the citizens of
Fulton and South Fulton were put
to the test of raising $100,000.00
in a three-day period of time in
order to save one of thete largest
industries. Many thought that it
couldn't be done, but with the
cooperation of everyone. $88,000.00 in cash was raised in four
days. The committee said that the

rest had been pledged and would
come in the mail.
Shortly before a mass meeting
and the gigantic fund-raising
drive was started, the Henry I.
Siegel Company had notified the
Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of
Commerce that unless a new
building was provided ,the factory
would move away to another
town. This would have been a disaster to the twin-cities as approximately 450 people are employed at the local plant.

Overwhelming support in his home county of Calloway and a spectacular victory in Logan County gave
Frank A. Stubblefield of Murray a hairline decision
over Noble J. Gregory in their race for Congress from
the First District in the Democratic Primary late Tuesday.
Stubblefield defeated Gregory, a member of the House
of Representatives since 1936, by a margin of 432 votes.

When tabluation was completed
late Tuesday night, the unofficial
totals in the 17-county race were:
Stubblefield
16,312
Gregory
15,270
Three other congressional candidates, John Pasco o/ Murray, A.
L. Williams of Cunningham and
Harry Lessley, Jr. of Paducah, reii
ceived only token support in the
The talent show, sponsored by
race.
the Jaycees and the Woman's
Judge Brady M. Stewart of PaClub, will be held Thursday evenducah Tuesday won reelection to
ing, June 5, at 7:30, at Carr Instithe Kentucky Court of Appeals.
tute Auditorium.
Stewart, according to complete
The purpose of the show is to
but unofficial returns from the
give the youth of the Ken-Tenn
18-county district, defeated Elarea an opportunity to demonwood Gordon of Benton by a marstrate their talent. The winner of
gin of 1,556 votes.
the local school participate in the
The total votes were:
Frank A. Stubblefield
Mid-South Talent Contest in
Stewart
15,385
Memphis in September.
Gordon
14,321
Youths aged 10 through 20 are
In Fulton County, where the
urged to participate. Application
vote was extremely light with
blanks are available at WFUL.
•
•
•
•
King Motor Company, the TayThe
county
election
results
lor Chevrolet Garage, and the
Dewey Johnson Insurance ComLewis (Nubbin) Bizzle, mana- were broadcast live from the
pany.
ger of the Fulton Theatre and a Court House in Hickman 'TuesGroup From South
Live auditions are being held member of the South Fulton Fire day evening over Radio Station
at WFUL at 4 p. m. on Monday, Department, received first and WFUL-FM.
Fulton Attends
•
•
•
•
Wednesday and Friday. Call second degree burns of the back
Nashville
Hearing In
WFUL for an audition.
and arms in a fire here Sunday only sightly over 1,2.00 of the
A strong delegation from South
morning at 3 o'clock. He is a pan- 6,922 registered Democrat voters
Fulton, along with Obion County
* Ktilview AtospitaL
going to the po,lis, Gregory rebel/r. Eittle was
Judge Dan McKinnii, egenverged
a fire eel a total et 688 to Stubblefield's'
Thursday
to
protest
Nashville
an
-EMS
410/4feWTh the riiee for Judge
King
an application by Kentucky Utilion bait Street. of the Court of Appeals in Fulties for permission to raise its
Three Illinois Negroes were in- He was inside the building and toe County the vote was 388 for
power rates in Obion and Clai- jured early Sunday when the cid slipped on the water-soaked floor, Gordon and 530 for Stewart.
borne counties.
in which they were riding careen- falling in a bed of hot coals. He
Fulton County voters gave
The delegation was headed by ed out of control on Highway 51, was assisted out of the building Pasco 20 votes; Williams, 19; and
South Fulton Mayor Milton two and one-half miles north of by Fireman Virgil Covington.
Lessley, 5.
FULTON'S DEVELOPMENT ENTRY CITED — Mayor Nelson Tripp, (center) Counce and included attorneys Union City.
Aecording to Fire Chief Neil
Election officials began their
presents to Cavita Olive, secretary of the Fulton Chamber of Commerce, and Dr. and several interested citizens and Trooper Tom Kilpatrick of the Clinard, it is believed the fire count of the ballots at 7 p. m. and
Tennessee Highway patrol said started from a window fan, in the were through before 8 o'clock.
E. F. Crocker, chamber president, the Certificate of Commendation for the city's city officials.
the
driver of the car was Addison back of the store.
In the district, Pasco got 928
Lexington,
Ky.,
the
Officials
of
entry in the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce Community Development Contest.
The merchandise in the build- votes; Williams polled 945 and
increase would aver- Kennon, 59, of Chicago who suffirm
say
the
"impressive
ing was damaged by heat and Lessley, 192.
The judges said the entries from all the participating towns reflected
age slightly more than nine per- fered chest injuries.
If the close vote goes unchalcommunity progress and a tremendous amount of work by civic-minded people cent for both home and com- Also injured were his son, water.
Lawrence Kennon, 29, who had
lenged and becomes official, Grecompiling the scrapbooks." They found only a small spread between the top contest mercial customers.
gory will be the first congressThe state Public Service com- lacerations on his head and right Interested In Article
winners and the.figlers.
We received a call from Bill man ever unseated in the First
mission began taking testimony arm, and Esther Gibbs, 58, of
Powell, city editor of the Padu- District of Kentucky.
Thursday but recessed before the Chicago, who suffered shock.
All were treated at Obion cah Sun-Democrat this morning,
Gregory was appointed to the
presentation of evidence was recessed. No date for the resumption County General hospital in Union seeking information for "Time House in 1938 to fill a vacancy
Magazine." The magazine had created by the death of his brothof the hearing has yet been an- City and released.
The accident occurred at 2:10 contacted him for more informat- er, Voris.
nounced. The company has been
In every race since mat time
asked to furnish more informa- a. m , Trooper Kilpatrick said. ion on an article we released reThe diver was headed toward cently about a round-trip ticket he had won handily.
tion.
Union City in a. 1953 Chrysler to Seattle, Washington for a
Gregory, late TuesclainIrit,
Kentucky Utilities serves the when he lost control. It plunged corpse. "Time Mailable" was
said he had no statement to make.
South Fulton area in Obion coun- off the road and Kilpatrick said wanting to run
article in
He said he had not checked rety. It has already increased its it was a total loss.
this week's issue.
turns.
rates in Kentucky but must obHe appeared puzzled, however,
tain permission before it will be
about the huge vote Stubblefield
allowed to do the same in TenGrades 7 through 12 from nessee.
Coiled up in Calloway County.
An education team Monday rec- the school to handle all the high
Stubblefield said he was "exommended consolidation of the school and junior -high school seven of the present high schools
South Fulton has been working
tremely grateful to all those who
10 Obion County high schools, students now attending Mason in the county system would be for some time to obtain TVA sersupported me."
not including Union City High Hall. Mason Hall would be utiliz- consolidated into the two new vice to replace the Kentucky
Conttnued on Page Five
"I renew my pledge made
School, into four modern plants. ed as an elementary school.
power.
Seventeen Fulton and South
Now the Kentucky and Ten- throughout the campaign to do
The 191-page report was handAlong
with
Mayor
Counce
and
Fulton firemen and policemen nessee firemen and policemen the very best I can to represent
ed county court members and
Judge McKinnis, in the delega- have completed the Advanced Red are Quilified Red Cross Mobile this fine district efficiently, faithCounty Judge Dan McKinnis at
tion, were Robert Foulkes, Charles Cross First Aid Course, and will Units.
fully and without any selfish pur2 p. m. at a special meeting.
Fields, Floyd Dedmon, Bobby be presented -their certificates
It is hoped by the Red Cross pose," he said.
Plans Are Explained
Matthews, Dr. H. W. Connaugh- this week by Walter Voelpel, the Chapter that the city councils of
Stubblefield, a Murray drugA mass meeting was held MonThe number of students in Perry, Don Dalton, John Hughes, ton and Edward Neeley.
instructor.
both towns will fuenish complete gist and two-time railroad comday night at Obion High School Obion County with perfect atten- Larry ,Kimbell.
The Standard and Advanced First Aid kits to be carried in missioner campaigned vigorously.
Auditorium and basic recommen- dance records in their schools
courses, both conducted by Mr. the police cars and the fire trucks Early in the campaign he labeled
Eleventh, Billy Sensing, Phil Attend Broadcasters
dations of the survey committee dropped somewhat this year beVoelpel, were held at the South These will be used in emergency Gregory as a candidate of the
Taylor, Rose Hiland, Hazel Gris- Convention This Week
were revealed and explained.
cause of the increase of illness, ham.
Fulton City Hall. The final lesson cases, only.
Governor Chandler administraThe survey was conducted last prinicpally flu and related ills.
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, manager was held Tuesday night of last
Before the courses were com- tion.
Twelth,
Loraine
year after the county court furFields,
Glenda
The county superintendent's
of Radio Station WFUL, and Mrs. week.
pleted, neither the Fulton nor the
Gregory, as usual, campaigned
nished -5,000 for the project. The office has revealed the names of Coates, Diane Cunningham.
.Hendon Wright, program director
In the 10-hour Standard course South Fulton firemen and police- quietly and exhibited no sign of
South Fulton Colored:
action was taken in an effort to those students who failed to miss
at the station, were in Louisville 20 originally enrolled, with 18 men could qualify as a Qualified a direct linkup with the adminisThird, Ronnie Misher.
find a solution to the problems a single day in school during the
Tuesdily, Wednesday and Thurs- completing the course. Immediate- Red Cross Mobile Unit, and the tration.
Seventh, James Sneed.
of increasing expense per pupil, term now ending.
day of this week attending the ly following, the 16-hour Advanc- twin-cities will be two of the very
Chandler, however, publicily
Eighth, George Beans.
gradually decreasing attendance
They include:
Broadcasters Convention _hecd ed course was begun, with 19 en- few towns of their size to have said on the eve of the election
of
the
need
and
schools
in rural
South Fulton:
Ninth, Barbara J. Thorpe.
such mobile units.
there.
rolling.
that he was for Gregory.
a more modern curriculum on a
First, Cynthia Sparks, David
countywide basis.
Johnson.
Second, Faye Dunavant.
The recommendations call for
Third, Ronnie Burrow, David
establishing two new, consolidated high schools, one in southwest Hester, Paula McMinn, Charles
Obion County. the other in the Pennington. Gayle Kimbel.
is
Fourth, Eugene D. Dunavant.
north-central section. This would
is
G.)
.4
Fifth, Harry Elliott, Charles
place one school generally in the
2
EliBellew,
Mary
one
Colley,
Jo
Nell
and
Glass-Mt. Moriah section
zabeth Field.
near Union City.
(official)
Sixth, Patrick Hyland, Janice
The survey recommends re"FP
tention of schools at South Ful- E. Walker, Patricia Lowe.
Seventh, Judy Maynard, Mar- FOR REPRESENTATIVE
ton and- Kenton, With a new high
IN CONGRESS
1
0
0
0
1
1
school building at South Fulton. tie H. Warren.
3
0
0
1
1
; 2
0
3
2
0
1
1
John Otis Pasco
20
1
Eighth, Jerry Travis, Windell L. A. "Al" Williams
1
2
3
2
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
The remainder of thIS,plant should
19
50
49
36
10
10
15
8
19
83
24
20
53
25
2 29
68 66
2.8
26
56
9
Wade, Sue Choate, Marilyn Wil- Noble J. Gregory
686
be remodeled and renovated.
31
29
32
45
28
13
9
18
12
21
13
45
19
2
22
8
0
34 43 34
6
Frank A. Stubblefield
462
liamson, Ronny Pope, An
New Seem At agates
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Harry Lessley, Jr
3
At Kenton, eventual remodel- Highland.
—
Ninth, Jimmy Lowe, Tommy FOR JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEALS
ing and renovation is foteseen
John
Shelia
St.
additional
Parr,
13 13 12 39 28 48 24 30 16
8
23 12 14
0 15 24
9
but an immediate,
Brady M. Stewart
530
.. 32 72 64 51
9
8 .14 57
9 20 44 27 44 96 40 33
4
13
0
5
39 32 34 36 24
588
room would make it possible for Oliver, Tommy Clark, Everett Charles Elwood Gordon

Talent Show To
Be Held June 5

South Fulton
Power Rate
Talks Recessed.

Lewis Bizzle
Burned In Fire

Three Injured
In Auto Accident

e.

School Merger Urged In Obion;
Survey Recommends Retention Of
School At South Fulton, Kenton

Twin-Cities Firemen, Policemen
Are Red aoss Mobile Units

Many Students In South Fulton
End Year With Perfect Attendance

Fulton County Voting

1

May 27, 1958

1

IOW

d•

the graduating exercise. Instead, Mother
went to get my diploma and al
could hardly wait until she returned. home to learn who won
the awards. When she walked in
the door, I asked, "Who won the
medals?" When told that I did,
I wouldn't believe her until she
handed it to me. Boy, was I happy
—and very surprised!

ing him. The man turned out to
be the present sheriff of the county and he and his group of friends
were members of the organization that cleaned up the city. We
were told this by the waitress,

In case you are interested, Jefferson Davis Memorial Day will
be observed on Tuesday, June 3,
at 10 a. m. at Fairview, Ky., in
commemoration of his 150th birthday. The event is being sponsored
by the United Daughters of the
Confederacy.

C., out of Chicago. He *as down
with Jim Pryor, our I. C. Agricultural Agent out of Mayfield.
Mr. Farlow has many friends here
as back several years ago, he held
the position now held by Mr.
Pryor, who has a weekly column
in the News.

Please forgive us if your news
item didn't get published last
week. We had a late rush on
advertising and of course a number of news items had to be left
over until this week. It happens
that way sometimes, you know.

Harry Harrison Kroll, professor
of English at the University of
Tennessee, Martin Branch, and
well known teacher and novelist,
will offer a course in creative
writing beginning the week of
June 15, and continuing once a
week for eight weeks. The class
will meet in the Adminisaation
Building on Tuesday nights from
m. The work
7 till 9 or 9:30
will be non-credit.and professional. Tuition will be reasonable.
Write to H. H. Kroll, U. T., Martin, Tenn., for details.

sure did want to attend

Beware The "Peddler" Season

ItTRICTLY BUSINESS

by

Maribettan

In the soup, that is. The papers you
Now that the roads are clear and
were dazzled into signing will be
the winter's worst is over, it is just
turned over to a contractor—at a fat
about time for the annual flood of
sion and surprise? Guess who
commis
door-to-door schemers. A n d the
pays?
spring floods won't cut you off from
The "prospects" whose visits to
the importunities of direct mail huckyour home at a dollar a head were
sters and door-to-door peddlers.
supposed to finance the construction
Although you can't keep them
job never show up. The contractor
away, you can say no. One kind of
will though, and since you've already
canvasser you should turn the dogs
satisfaction with tiis work,
signed
on is the sharpie who brightly anare he's not going to be too
chances
•
d
selecte
nounces your house has been
fussy laying the job out.
as a "model home." You are going to
There is only one way to out-fox
.—
"free"
led
remode
get your kitchen
the traveling schemers. Exercise the
and with a bonus, yet.
old option of firmly closing the
-grand
All you have to do is sign on the
their face. Regarding the diin
door
dotted line, permit a few "before"
rect mail hucksters, their stuff's good
and "after" pictures to be taken—for
for starting fires in the trash barrel.
the national magazines, of course—
—The Shelby News
and you're in.
ss

•

1111.1 •

.11.

What Is Happening To Our Joint Sewage Survey??
Fulton and South Fulton have had
one of their finest opportunities to
work together on a joint project this
Spring. The joint project — a sewage
system and disposal plant serving
• both communities — is,one in which
joint cooperation and effort will effect a saving for both communities.
At this point, the cooperation seems
to be fizzling, and a shame it is.
Health authorities of both States
strongly urged both communities to
get together, and work out an arrangement whereby the same engineering firm would do preliminary
survey work for the job in both communities. This arrangement would be
efficient, economical, business like. It
was further urged that if possible, the
same engineering firm should probably do final engineering work on
the finished job.
A joint committee from both Councils met, went on a little tour of in-

spection in other communities and apparently made up their mind on the
engineering firm.
South Fulton signed their contract,
but Fulton balked. The issue is still
a "napaction" matter with Fulton, at
this writing.
After such a whole-hearted, successful campaign to raise funds for
the Siegel factory, entered into without regard for political boundaries
and State lines, we think this sewerage deal represents an unwarranted
let-down of relations, and it seems to
be Fulton's fault.
Time's wasting. There are other
matters for both Fulton and South
Fulton to turn their attention to:
schools, factories, city expansion.
Let's get this sewer project rolling
and continue into a new era of joint
cooperation and understanding that
stands to bring all of us tremendous
benefit in the future.

a prima at the carnival. Daring?"

,

Turning Back The Clock-•
May 27, NM
The past few months have seen
many improvements in and
around Fulton, including repair
of buildings, and construction of
several new homes. With the coming of open weather many more
improvements will be made on
both business and residential property.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

The Dead Still Live
By Al Moser,
World War II Army Medic
It was Good Friday, 1945, and our
yulfit was deep in Germany.
THERE WAS an ambush, and I,
being the kid medic, was supposed
to know what to do. There wasn't
much I could do — the boys were
dead.
A dead soldier isn't a pretty sight.
There may be something dignified
about dying in the air, or even going
down with a ship at sea. But a man
who dies with his face in the mud dies
an ugly death.
There were three of them: Windy,
Joe and Mike. Mike got it the worst
— a bazooka shell — and he had been
the finest of them all.
THIRTEEN YEARS is a long time,
and you might think it's hard to remember thoughts you had thirteen
years ago. But the thoughts of a boy
who's a soldier before he's a man
aren't easily forgotten — especially
when he's awkwardly trying to
straighten out the twisted- bOdies of
men he lived, laughed, worked and
fought with.
- WINDY AND JOE were good,
honest boys. But Mike was something
more — he was noble.
If you've heard many war stories,
you probably wondered whether
there was any nobility left in a world
at war. But the boy lying in the German mud was twentieth-century
American nobility at its best.
YOU'VE HEARD men called

FROM THE FILES.—

"clean". That's exactly what Mike
was. His face was always clean, no
matter how hard the fighting; his
nands were clean, and most of all, his
heart was clean. He was gentle and
kind, courageous in combat, loyal to
his God, to his country, and to his
fellow-soldier. And he had died with
his face in the mud.
But nobody can tell me death was
the end of Mike Anderson.
THERE'S SOMETHING more to a
man than the mud he's made from.
There's something besides blood and
bones that makes a map gentle or
kind or courageous. A man is what
he is because of the spirit of man —
his soul. And a soul can't die.
A SOUL CAN'T stiffen and decay
in the mud. Once begun by God, it
lives forever — in happiness or in
Hell.
For all of us who once stood beside
the body of a fallen friend, stood
silent and stripped of our smugness,
death HAS to mean a beginning. We
weal —we can't — be satisfied with
any explanation that says: all that remains of this man who knowingly
gave his life for his family, his nation,
his God, is a muddy corpse. We're
intelligent creatures, and that just
doesn't make sense.
MEMORIAL DAY means more
than a memory for us who saw death
in the raw. It is an act of faith in a
just and loving God who rewards a
good life and noble death with citizenship in heaven.

W. I. King has purchased the
Walkers Cleaners plant on Commercial Ave. from Charles Walker, the deal being consumated
here last week. Mr. King comes
here from Clinton, Ky., where he
operated the Peerless Cleaners
until he sold the plant recently.

hostess Monday afternoon.
The employees of the local
Utilities enjoyed a 'fish fry at
Boyette's Place at Reelfoot Lake
Tuesday night.
Those present were: Miss Mary
Hill, Mr and Mrs. Thomas Goldsmith. Mrs. Alex Inman. Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Buckley. Charles
Humphries, Bob Hicklin, Mr. and
Mrs. John Brannock, and Miss
Rita Watan and Bill Duncan of
Paducah, and Harold Blanks. Miss
Katherine Rogers and Mr. and
Mrs. Roscce Taylor of Hickman.

The Eagles tied their game Saturday with Hopkinsville 1-1 in a
12 inning battle. The Eagles scored their run in the first inning
and held the Hoppers until the
ninth. Batteries were: jilopkinsville—Polinsky and Smith; Fulton—Pearson and Clonts.
Mr. and Itb-s. Felix Segui announce the birth of an eight
pound son, William Thor t on
Tuesday afternoon.
The Thursday night club met
at the home of Miss Rubye V.
Yarbro on Central Avenue.
A general session of the Methodist Missionary Society met Monday afternoon at the church with
the president, Mrs. Robert Bard.
presiding.

The Knit-Wit Club met Tuesday evening at the home of Miss
Bessie Jones on Bates St.
The Willing Workers Class of
the Baptist Church enjoyed a
picnic Tuesday evening. Mrs. Edward Pugh and Miss Anna Lee
Cochran and the members of the
class met at the church and hiked
out the East State Line and played games and lunched.
Dr. and Mrs. Cohn were hosts
to their regular bridge club Tuesday evening at their home on.
Carr St. Three tables of players
were present including four
guests: Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Williams and Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Pickering. Prizes were won by
Mrs. Williams and V. L. Freeman. A party plate was served.

The Ladies Aid of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church met at
the home of Mrs. Enoch Browder,
with Mr. D. Fred Worth as co-

Homemakers
The Palestine
Club met Friday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. C. L. Drysdale on
the State Line. Mrs. E. A. Thompson was in charge of the meet-

ing in the absence of the president.

By P. W.
Don't know whether you have
noticed, but this year there seems
to be a phenomenal number of
fireflies (lightning-bugs) around
this area. A drive in any clear
night will provide a sort of fairyland picture, as the fields are
literally lit up with thousands of
little blinking lights.
The mosquito crop hereabouts
is also bountiful. Don't know
when we have been bitten as
much in broad daylight as we
have during the past week, working in the yard. At night, staying
outdoors is next to impossible.
Could it be that we are headed
for a good crop year, with favorable planting and growing conditions, only to have also a bountiful year of insect pests that will

FAITH

Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging

Every trial of our faith in God
makes us stronger.
—Mary Baker Eddy

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
.'ost Office Box 485

Fulton. Kentucks,

Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and jOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
oo per year in Fulton,
Subacriptien Rates*
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of Magch. 18-9

Thursday, May 29, 1957

As the flower is before the fruit,
so is faith before good works.
.—Richard Whately
Faith and works are like the light
and the candle; they cannot be separated.
—J. Beaumont
It is always easier to believe than
to deny. Our minds are naturally affirmative.
—John Burroughs

Nature has its compensating
factors. Coupled with the aforementioned big crop of mosquitoes
and fireflies, we have also noticed

a remarkable crop of yard frogs.
Counted at least twenty In one
little section of our back yard
Sunday evening. Since the frogs
live on insects, perhaps Providence has sent the frogs along to
kill the bugs.
After that's accomplished, what
kills the frogs, snakes? ? ?
The Fulton city

park is about
the prettiest place ever, this year.
The City bought a new tractor-

operated mower and is keeping
the whole expanse well trimmed,
and it presents a very inviting
sight. Next time you drive by, see
if you don't agree with us.

THE TIME IS 'RIGHT!
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT!
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You know, my American Legion
medal is one of my most prized
possessions, and the winning of it
back years ago was one of the
biggest surprises of my life. At
the end of the school year, I was
in bed with the measles. I didn't
mind missing my final exams, but
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See A. C. Butts and Sons for your needs

RXSOUR

FERTILIZER
The right number for your soil needs.

SEED CORN
Edw. J. Funk & Sons
Bartlett-O'Brein Hybrid

Stull's Hybrid
Funk's "G"

2 To

Priced $6.50 to $12.20 bushel
Orange Cane
Honey-Drip Cane
Certified Tracy Sorgo

Atlas Sorgo
Marten's Milo
German Millet

SOYBEANS

Ouida Jewell

Congratulations, to Kay Morris,
Wanda Cash and Ronney Winston,
who were winners of the American Legion Awards at Carr Instistute. Usually, only one girl and

My cousin who has charge of

the Red Cross office in a neighboring town, has all kinds of in-

around town with

you noticed the new summer uniforms of the Fulton officers? They
are very pretty.

story by this reporter on Robert Lamb of Fulton, who retired
as rural mail carrier recently, appeared in Sunday's CourierJournal Magazine. And. in Monday's issue of the Courier-Journal
was a feature on Fulton by Harry
Bolser. The story was accompanied by three pictures. The article
was headed: 72-Hour Drive Nets
$88,000: Twin Towns Win Fight
To Save Industry".

Last week in writing about
"Dub" Burnette in my Business- teresting and unusual experiences.
men's Review column, I mention- One day recently, when she ared only one of the Burnette rived at work there sat a man in
daughters. Dub and his lovely
waiting for her. The
wife. Corine, have two daughters, her office
d, "I am an escapee
instead of one. There is Jean man announce
State Mental
Eastern
the
from
Jean
8.
Ann,
Ruth
and
16,
Carol.
would like
and
ill
I
am
Hospital
Fulat
all
will be a Junior next
I ran away, but down
ton High School any' this summer to go back.
pi I became ill and
will be working for Superinten- in Mississip
to the Sheriff,
dent W. L. Holland. Jean is an turned myself over
me. I am
help
he
wouldn't
hut
was
recently
and
student
honor
back to the hospital.
ng
hitchhiki
a queen's attendant in the Clean- but here I became ill again Will
Up Parade She was elected to you help me?"
the Honor Society this year, and
when graduating from the eighth
My cousin called the hospital
grade won the American Legion The, authorities said they would
medal. She is a member of the treat h'im if he returned, but they
4-H Club and besides making a would not serd after him. The
dress each year. has reworked sheriff would not take him back
her room. Ruth Ann will be in the While the man was sitting in the
third grade at Carr Institute next office, he had one of his attacks.
fall. She also makes all A's and My cousin gave him something to
B's.
ease his head and talked very
kindly to him, explaining that he
Mother and I really enjoyed
return to the hospital
should
the
Life,"
Is
Your
"This
watching
and not to run away
someway
the
TV program, recently, when
at he should realize that
life of the man who started the again—th
was too ill to live on the outorganization that (leaned up he
side world. She then gave the
Phoenix City, was featured.
her personal money
We kept expecting a man we man some of
he said that he was
and
on,
to
eat
to
walk
City
had met in Phoenix
going to hitchhike the rest of the
onto the stage.
way.
A couple of summ-rs ago when
Before he left, he got ur.
we were returning tiome from
and shook her
Cuba, we stopped to eat in came around to her
grateful for
Phoenix City. When we walked hand. He was really
into the restaurant. Daddy got a what little she had done.
big welcome—hand-shake and all
—from a man he had never seen
.Attesid CHURCH
before, but who insisted on know-

Windage

Kentucky

seek to destroy it?

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

The Murray gtate College a
cappella choir, directed by Prof.
Robert Baar, presented a concert
in the College Auditorium May 27
at 8:15 p. m. Miss Nancy Adams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tillman Adams of Fulton, is a member of the choir.
Bobby Newton, popular organist at the Derby Cafe here and a
music major at Union University
at Jackson. Tenn., was presented
in a piano recital last Tuesday
evening at Jackson.

Mrs. Mc

who spoke bitterly against them.
We enjoyed a visit at the News
office Thursday afternoon from
Paul Fallow, General Agricultural and Forestry Agent of the I.

We understand that the 1958
graduating class at Fulton High
School has one of the highest
scholastic standings of any in the
history of the school. Congratulations!
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Twin-Cities BusInesspeople In Review:

Mrs. Moore Owns Upholstery Shop

The Fulton News, Thursday, May
29, 1958, Page 3

Richard Strub
Receives Honor

Veterans To Hold
Annual Convention

Fulton motorcyclists attend a
motorcycle gypsy tour at Lexington, Tenn., Sunday, May 18. It
was sanctioned by the American
Richard L. (Dick) Strub of
Veterans of World War I, DeMotorcycle Association and spon- Union City, former news
editor partment of Kentucky will hold
sored by the Memphis and Nash- of The News and Radio
Station their 2nd Annual State Convenville clubs.
WFUL, has been given the title tion at Covington, Kentu
cky on
About 150 motorcyclist attend- of "top 1958 journalism gradu
ate" June 14th and 15th, at Knights
ed. Those from Fulton attending at Memphis State university
of
St. Johns Hall, 120 West 5th
at
were Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cum- Memphis.
Street
mings, Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Reynolds, Chief of
Auto Driven By
Staff of Department of Kentucky,
Gattis, Robert Gattis, Thurmond A. L. Strub of Union City.
Brother Hits
Mr. Strub, who began his news- states that the Convention
Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby ColHeadNote to "Puzzled" in Califorpaper work as a youth with The quarters is five minutes
Woman Lad Wednesday lier, Larry Gurley, Jim
ride from
Gurley,
nia: This column is not intended
Union
City
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bell, from
Daily Messenger, later Cincinnati, Ohio, and invites vetto provide advice such as you
A 45-year-old woman of near
won a Tennessee Press Assn. erans of World War
1917-1918 to
ask. If your marriage is in trouble, Hickman died Thursday morning, Latham; Charles Griffin, and
scholarship to the University of attend the Convention. A
let me suggest that you go and May 15, at 4:30 in Obion County from Tiptonville, Mr. and Mrs.
good
Tennessee in Knoxville, on the time is planned. Meet some
have a frank talk with your General Hospital in Union City, Albert Markham.
of
t,"
recom
endat
your
ion
old
of
The Messenger.
buddys.
First place trophy winners
Pastor.
Tenn., about 12 hours after she
Mr.
Reynolds states that mors
Following his stay at U-T he
was struck by a car operated by a from Fulton were Mr. and Mrs.
Fletcher Gattis. Both had to get entered the Army for a two-year Barracks of Veterans of World
Note to Mrs. M. S. in California: brother.
War I are needed in Kentucky,
The above paragraph also applies
Miss Ruby Viola Miller, daugh- on the motorcycle, riding to the period. Then he worked in FulMrs. Annie Moore, 78, owner last
in your case. I strongly urge you ter of George and Mary Canady end of the field. There, Mrs. Gat- ton with The News and WFUL and the Department of Kentucky
all of us."
for a period of time, before enter- needs your help to organize more
and operator of the S. P. Moore
Mrs. Moore, who doesn't look to get your daughter and her Miller of west of Hickman (Ful- tis got off and drove a nail in a ing
the School of Journalism at Barracks. Ten eligible Veterans
and Compan§. an upholstery shop her
Pasto
r
two-i
togeth
ton,
nch
Route 3) was admitted to the
seasoned board, then got
er for a discussion
age, works regularly, six days
Memph
on East Fourth Street, has been
is State where he will be are required to organize a Bar-.
of
her
problems.
hospital in Union City Wednes- back on the motorcycle and they
a week, eight hours a' day.
racks in any town or county. We
gradu
ated
this summer.
in business in Fulton for the past
rode to the other end of the field.
day afternoon.
Mrs. Moore was born on Oct.
Mr. Strub served this year as want to hear from all Veterans of
25 years. The business was started
Dear
Pat,
Barret
t's
Funer
al
Home
Mr.
Gattis and his brother, editor of the
at Hick28, 1879 at Baltimore, Ky., in
"Tiger Rag," MSU 1917-1918, for information write
by she and her late husband, who
Graves County, daughter of Dr. - I enjoy reading your letter in man said Miss Miller was sitting Robert, won the three-legged student newspaper.
John C. Reynolds, Chief of Staff,
died in August of 1938. The shop
The News.
in
front
of
a car when her brother race.
J. B. E. and Clenunie Howard
209 Crescent Avenue, Covington,
Mr.
Strub
has
been
a
has been in the present locati
part-t
ime
have
I
written before and the started to drive off. Clyde Miller
The group had a picnic lunch employe
on Gates. Her parents moved to Fulof the Commercial Ap- Kentucky.
for the past 10 years.
at Natchez Trace Park and en- peal for two
ton when she was 16 and answers were pretty much as you said he did not see his sister
years and two weeks
said.
When the business was bought she attended • schoo
The woman was pinned beneath route home they enjoyed a weiner ago becam
l at Fule a full-time sportsby the Moores. only work on cars ton and South
roast.
the
would
I
car and it was jacked up in
like to ask some more
RUPTURE
writer for the newspaper.
Fulton. She re—car tops and the upholstery
The Fulton motorcyclists atDr. Herbert Lee Williams, head The Sensational New Invention
of ceived degrees in Liberal Arts questions. In my place of work an effort to free her. However,
cars—was done. Too much time and Business Admin
do • I have some one wce king the jack slipped and the car fell tended a flat track race at Bowl- of the
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
MSU department of journaistration at
was lost with only this work,
No Belts — No Straps —
so Valparaiso University in Indiana, against me? Do L have enemies? back against the woman, the fu- ing Green, Ky., Saturday and lism and former general manager
they began the upholstery
Sunday.
neral home reported.
No Odors
of the Daily Leader in Fulton,
of then taught school in South Ful- What are their initials?
chairs, couches, etc., and then ton for awhile.
Some one broke in my daughServices were at 4 Friday aftersaid Mr. Strub's name will be
For 23 years she
City
Drug
Co.. Fulton
added the making and installation was bookkeeper
engraved on a plaque kept at the
for Franklin's ter's car and took some things. noon, May 16, at Sassafras Ridge
of awnings.
Dry Goods and Clothing Co. She Will she get them back or find Baptist Church west of Hickman.
school.
Mrs. Moore has four employees has been in the upholstery busi- out who it was and why they did The Rev. Jack Rushing officiated.
We have complete stocks
it? What was their initials? Will Burial was in the churc
in her shop now, and according ness since.
NAMED FOR GOVERNOR
h cemeshe
ever
settle
down?
to one of the women worki
tery. Barrett Funeral Home had
Mrs. Moore was married on
Greenup, seat of Greeup Counng
The district convention of the
Worried,
there, "She will outdo and out- Dec. 25, 1921. She is a member
charge.
ty, was named for Christopher
Miss Miller was born in Ten- Supreme Forest Woodman Circle Greenup,
of the Primitive Baptist Church Dear Worried;
governor of Kentucky
for HOME and FARM
Yes, you have someone work- nessee but had spent much of her was held in Paducah last Tues- (1804-1808).
at Sandy Branch and her home is
The town was known
day
at
the
Ritz
/bearing Aid Batteries) at 307 Eddin
Hotel.
life
in
this area.
ing against you; Yes, you have a
gs Street.
as
Green
upsbu
Machines
rg until 1872 when
Included in this district are the
She leaves her parents and
The local business woman has enemy whose initials are J. H. P.
groves in McCracken, Marshall, the name was changed to avoid
Complete Lime
anoth
er
No,
she
brothe
been
will
not
r,
secret
Charl
get
ary-tr
them
es
back
easure
Miller
r of the
tor all makes of besrtes altls!
Trigg, Fulton, Hickman, Graves, confusion with Greensburg in BENNETT ELECTRIC
Visit mar Hearing. Aid Depart- local Red Cross Chapter for the and she doesn't know the person of Gary, Ind.
Ballard, and Calloway Counties. Green County.
PHONE 201
that
past
took
FULTON
them
40
years
and will never
nent at your first opportunity.
and recently was
A banquet was held at 6:30 p.
presented a certificate of appre- know, their initials are G.
m., followed by a floor show,
Yes, she will finally setVe
CITY DRUG CO.
ciation from the national chapter.
which included a comedy skit,
in Lake street
She has two step-children, Mrs. down.
Phone 711
novelty dances, songs and other
T. S. Hines of University, Miss.,
music.
and Glenn C. "Pete" Moore of Dear Pat,
Carlas Oakley, superintendent
Will you please answer a few of
Mrs. Leland Jewell, district
Daytona Beach, Fla. She also has
Union
County schools, was secret
ary, Mrs. Margaret Sattera grandson and a granddaughter. questions for me I believe in the the commencement speak
er at field and Miss Roma
advise you give people.
Satterfield
Fulgham High School at 8 p. m.,
Is this boy I know doing anyattended the convention.
May
28.
The
Rev.
John
Weir,
Work Has Begun On
thing wrong? Is he married?
- pastor of the East Clint
on MethoWho is it keeping his family
Bennett Home On Carr
dist circuit, was the baccalaurtore up: he says he is hot doing
.The remodeling of the Joe Ben- anything wrong and is gettio eate speaker at 8 Sunday night,
g
nett home on Carr Street was be- tired of being accused of things May 25. •
Valedictorian at Fulton was
eon laaeassi gun recently.
that he does not do.
Gerald Clark and Bobby Scott
The commencement exercises
Maples imea 4
A few months ago, Dr. R. V.
Please answer in next weeks
was salutatorian.
Low down piyesen1,_
of Milton Elementary School was
116""ak
_
60' Putnam purchased the large home paper.
and F.ativ Teruo.
held on Friday night May 23,
and plans to turn the residence
Will, they be happy again?
at 8 o'clock, at Bell's Chapel C.
FIRST LEGISLATURE
Into an office building, we underThanks,.
BENNETT ELECTRIC stand.
M. E. Church.
Anxious
Kentucky's first Legislature
The speaker was Mrs. F. 0.
P. S. Will my brother-in-law met June 4, 1782, in Lexington.
Miller of Wichita, Kans.
still be nice to his family?
Dgar Anxious:
Yes, he is married, and he is
Get credits" for your club at
doing things that he shouldn't.
He Shelter. Keeps hogs ahel- VIllity Shelter.
He is the one that is worrying
Weed and comfortable during one open end. One closed and
Use as range shedhis parents to death, they are not
paitation and growing. One end ter, implement
accusing him of anything except
open, one half-hingeid with top shop, sack feed shed, machine
storage. Easy to
the things that he is mixed up in,
Ventilation. Many degrees cooler assemble, disass
emble, and exthey are only trying ti get him
laidtle. 13' wide, 6'2' overall pand. 18' wide
x 9'1' overall
to behave for his own good. No,
Might. Portable or stationary.
height.Portable or stationary.
they will never be happy again.
No, your brother-in-law will
Is.the new Better
IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BES
not be nice to his family.
T—
Mae and Utility Shelter
We have funeral services in price
an Demonstration
ranges to fit your
NAMED FOR HAWES
ae•••
financial circumstances. You will not
find prices more
Our TV repair men are trained to
Hawesville, seat of Hancock
reasonable anywhere in this area.
service every standard set. Call
County, was named for Richard
us for dependable service.
Hawes, who owned the land. on
CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES-which the town site was platted.
111111•111;'
We give full credit when you call us to serve you—
The county bears the name of
PHONE 88
John Hancock, president of the
Sall CETRAMEIGIT Until
408 EDDINGS STREET
Continental Congress from 1775306 Main Street
Wiry slumber Ilkeirmiell above lems 10'
Phon
e
307
1777.
Fulton. Ky.
1'grewetiderhap eleeressee, smemmieel so
tear wee ef steatite bleat.
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Miss Ruby Miller
Is Killed By Car
Near Hickman

Local Women Attend:
Convention May 20

Dayton V-Belts

Carlas Oakley
Speaks At Fulgham

Milton Exercises
Held Friday Night

Community Club Award Members!'

when your TV
needs a friend...

Puckett's Standard Service Station
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Motorcyclists
Attend Gypsy Tour

PATRICIA LATANE

The Whitnel Funeral Home
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Roper Television
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2 Ton Air Conditioner

$5.00
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FOAM
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RUBBER
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Wade Furniture Company ;RA:zn.
LAKE STREET

FULTON, Y.
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PHONE 103

Diary of Dom's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lad{ every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

'Tis SO nice to have another little VISIT with all of
you again this week . . . and we wish there could be
enough TIME to "talk" to you . . . about LOTS of things
. . . but we'll be contented to "cut our visit SHORT"
today. . . because we are the BUSIEST ones!
Just a, word to remind you,
though—if you know any youngster between the ages of 10
through 20—then we'd suggest
that you urge them to enter our
TALENT NIGHT which will be
held next Thursday evening at
the Carr Auditorium. This is an
opportunity for the YOUTH of the
Ken-Tenn area to have some experience in the TALENT field.
The WINNER of the contest will
go to Memphis to participate in
the Mid-South Talent Contest.
The Jaycees and the Woman's
Club of Fulton are sponsoring
this event in order to give our
YOUTH some experience in the
entertainment field. We hope to
make Fulton a TALENT CENTER
in the future . . . and WHY
shouldn't we? Fulton has the
GREATEST potential for TALENT!

Pop Ford and Fulton's own Cutie
Whitnel were on the team. It
seems that Cutie "brought the
plays home" and "Doc" • used
them for his South Fulton boys-and—ACCORDING to Maxwell
and Robert—that was just about
the BEST team there's ever been!
Wish we might have had LONGER to have talked with Robert—
but being the busy person that he
is—he left Paducah that night via
plane for New York. We hope
he'll come back again one fine
day and have time to see ALL of
his friends—because we KNOW
they'd like to see HIM!
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Lita Brown—and we KNOW how
they must have enjoyed being
here to see their niece, Judy, receive her high school diploma.
But—along with the happiness,..
a few TEARS are always shed.
Because once our children leave
high school—it's never quite the
SAME, again.
INTERESTING
WHAT AN
LETTER we had from Clarice
Bellew Howard. You will probably remember that I didlle tea,
ture on Clarice and her husband,
Otis Howard, a few weeks ago,
telling of their plans to go to
Taiwan (Formosa) to live for the
next two years. Otis, a retired
naval officer who has been with
an engineering firm in Oklahoma
City for several years decided to
take a position offered to him as
consulting engineer with a firm
on the island. Clarice's letter told
Of their trip by plane and boat
from the States to Taiwan . . and
it was just about the MOST interesting letter Your Diarist has
ever read. She writes beautifully
with vivid descriptions of all of
the wonderful places they visited enroute. How pleased I was to
have read portions of the letter
on the "My Fair Lady" radio program on Monday of this week.
W. R. Butt and daughter, Elizabeth, of Frankfort were weekend
guests of Nora Alexander at her
home on West State Line. We
know they enjoyed being is Fulton as they have so many friends
here. They are former Fultonians,
but have lived in Frankfort for
several years.

• THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessio

B. B. Stephenson, Who Has Been Patient

In Hospital 11 Years, Tours City
Stephenson, who
B. B. (Berry)
has been a patient at the Fulton Hospital for the past 11 yew-2,
was transferred to the Haws Rest
Home here Sunday in a Hornbeak ambulance.
Before going to the rest home,
Mr. Stephenson was taken for a
ride over the town. This was the
first time he had been out of the
hospital in two or three years.
He was accompanied on the tour
by two of his sons, Billie of Fulton and Robert, who is visitiqg
here from Indianapolis, Ind; Mr.
Stephenson is also the father of
Magistrate Charlie Stephenson.

HOSPITAL NEWer.
The following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
morning May 23

Jones Hospital:
Mrs. Susan Brundige, Eiresden.
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann, Water
ganders.
Valley, Mrs. Hardy
Clarence Caahlon, Mrs. Liggie
Peak, Dirs. Ray Btelle and baby,
Mrs. Curtis Craven and baby,
and Mrs. Robert Lucy and baby
all of Fulton.
Hillview Hospital:
Mrs. Lewis Murphy. CrutchDriving Mr. Stephenson on his
conducted tour was James Need- field, Mrs. A. C. Bell, Dukedom,
Mrs
ham of the Hornbeak Funeral Mrs. E. A. =brew; Martin,
Leon Mann. Mies Olen* French,
Home.
8. D. Grissom. Lynn Matthews.
' Mr. Stephenson has been bed- J. C. Witt, Mrs. Hassel Williams,
fast for the past two or three Mrs. James Fulcher,'Lewis Sizzle.
years. Before that he was in a Raymond 'Fortner, C. W. Francis
wheel chair and was taken out of and Delores Pincher all of Ful"You didn't have to go through all dot bstabis, madam
ton.
the hospital on occasions.
Doctor Lathrop's fees two the aro Mr
Fulton Hospital:
Miss Elva Ward, Clinton; Mrs
Luther Phillips, Martin; Mrs
Mrs. Joe Brockwell and son,
Charlie Bohn, Hickman; MIN.
Lansing, Michigan who carre for
Nora Ray, Wingo; Mrs. Haywood
Jacqueline's graduation was a Paul, have returned home from a
trip to Detroit. They visited Mr.
Arlington; Mrs. W. J
Crump,
guest at the nice party.
Kelly
A.
J.
Mrs.
and
The Rev.
I'd like to mention the fact and Mrs. Joel Brockwell, Mr. and of Mayfield annouhces the mar- Faulkner, Trimble, Tenn.; Mrs
that HISTORY has repeated it- Mrs. Johnnie Walker and attend- riage of her sister. Mrs. Mary E. Nina Lennox, Union City, Route
self with the two daughters of ed a ball game between the De- Vaughn of 110 Pearl Village, Ful- 3; Mrs. Turney Dowdy, Clinton;
Mr. Luther Pickens, Water ValMrs. Green and alio the two troit Tigers and Kansas City at ton, to W. A. Jones of Fulton.
ley: Mrs. Edd Watts, Wingo; Mrs
daughters of Mary Lou and Billy Briggs Stadium.
The marriage was solemnized Harry Sublette, Sr., Cayce; Mrs.
Blackstone . . . You see. it's like
Mrs. G. C. Nichols and sons of at Cortnth, Miss. on Saturday. Mamie Bellew, Crutchfield; Mrs
this; Jacqueline Rawls and
Rev. Richard Hardin Kirby, Wingo; James N
Marion Blackstone are in the 1958 Memphis spent the weekend with May 17, with the
the East Vaughn. Wingo; Mrs. Guy Irby.
of
minister
Clement.
A.
H.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
her
parents,
twelve
just
graduating class and
Corinth Baptist Church, officiat- Mrs. Bessie Stratton. Mrs. R. V
years ago their sisters. Betty Ferguson in Fulton.
ing at the double-ring ceremony Putnam, Sr., Mrs. Ed Powell
Rawls and Mary Eleancr BlackMrs. Elsie Holly and sons of Their attendants were Miss Wil- Mrs Delbert Mulcahy, Mrs. David
stone graduated in the same class.
The two older girls graduated the Milwaukee, Wisc. is visiting in 'a Kay Bennett and Paul Chard Phelps, Mrs. Bertie Slaugher,
let
Mrs Charles Hancock, Fred Lawsame year their younger sisters Fulton,
rence. Miss Charline Pulley, Ray
entered the first grade.
and
Mr.
were
attending
Others
Miller, Miss Lee Ella Lowe, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holly of DeMrs. Frank Midyett. Mrs. J. A.
Several of Myrtle and Ella troit have returned home after Kelly, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. T. Travis, Mrs. W. D. Owens.
Doyle's relatives were their guests visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Midyett of Holly Springs, Miss Sr.. and Mrs. Thomas Dedmon,
of Fulton.
last week to attend Ella's gra- Lewis Holly in Fulton.
The couple will reside at 110 all
And how
duation exercises.
Pearl Village.
illUstoritOGRAM
PROUD they must have been 941 !Ws. Jewell McClain and Mrs.
ELLA' She is saluatorian of the Leland Jewell were in Memphis
was a public school
There
ton. D. C., to work with the Fed1958 class—and Your Sc .be Friday visiting Mrs. Lawson Conmusio program at the Water Valwhere
,
Commission
Power
eral
hasn't .WORDS to tell you how--nor, who is a patient in the BapSchool Tuesday night of last
she has been employed for the ley
at 8 o'clock_
week
WEi..161Lita delivered her address tist Hospital.
past three summers. .
at the Commencement exercises.
Miss Mollie Wiley, a music
OFFICE MOVING
But, then, Ella ALWAYS does
Mr and Mrs Thomas Sublett
EVERYTHING b ea u ti fully. major at Peabody College, Nash- and Phyllis from Louisville have
Wick Smith Insurance Agency
Guests in the Doyle home were ville, will arrive today (Thurs- been visiting their parents. Mr. offices will be moved to the FulMrs. Alan Ramsey of Lexington, day) for a two-weeks' visit with and Mrs. Ralph Breeden and Mr. ton Theatre building this weekMiss., Mrs. Tom (Sadie) Lehlaster her mother, Mrs. Steve Wiley. and Mrs. Warren Sublet*. of end, In the location formerly ocof Batesville. Miss., and Mr. and Then, she will leave for Washing- Fulton.
cupied by the Tiny Toggery.
Mrs. C. Mr Doyle of Memphis.

ems

Vaughn-Jones
Wedding Announced

Your Diarist had a nice telephone chat with a former Fultno
"girl" Sunday morning, Modene
Roberts Buettner, who has lived
in Frankfort for a number of
years. Modere has an interesting
position in the Department of
How glad I was to see a former Economic Security there. She has
Allene and Sterling Bennett
Fultonian, Robert Hamlet, who been the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
spent a 'happy weekend with their
PerMr.
and
Y
N.
Perminter
Walter
Island,
Long
in
lives
new
daughter, Diane, in Memphis.
Just hapPened to see him in the minter east of Fulton. We were Diane is a student a Memphis
Modene's
of
more
learn
to
glad
lunchDerby Cafe where he was
State.
ing with Lucille DeMyer. It's a family. She has two lovely daughfunny thing how one hears about ters who are married Marsha,
Billy Rushing of Clearwater,
a person for most of their lives— who is Mrs. Henry Ball lives in Florida visited with his mother,
exLEAST
you
her
and then—when
Tullahoma, Tenn., where
Mrs. Lorene Rushing at her home
pect it—you have an opportunity husband is an engineer with the
Central Avenue last week.
on
to meet him.
Arnold Engineering Development
son.
small
a
have
They
Company.
CLEAR
too
not
I'm
Perhaps
We were so happy to meet Gerabout this—but, anyway, I KNOW Another daughter, Mrs. Fred trude Murphy's lovely guests
OklaCity,
Midwest
in
I've listened to Maxwell McDade Tracy lives
Sunday, Amy Baldaugh and Mrs.
tell more TALL TALES about the homa where her husband is sta- Lydia Van Akin, who live in Chithings he and ROBERT HAMLET tioned with the U S. Air Force. cago. They came down on Friday
did when they were in school It's ALWAYS good to hear from and returned Sunday.
over at South Fulton, than I'll friends when they are HOME
ever be able to REMEMBER—but again for a short vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Elson McGuire
the most OUTSTANDING story
and children have returned from
is about the South Fulton Football
Marlette Willingham and her a visit with the Jack Caster famiTEAM! And—it certainly is a mother, I.irs. Parsons have been ly in Lubbock, Texas and with
fact that Robert and Maxwell, in Fulton at their home on Carr the Don Kester family in Elk
Lowell Valentine, Jim Jonakin, Street to enjcy all of the Fulton City, Oklahoma.
Ual Killebrew, Tom Farabough, High graduation exercises. And
Marvin Reasons, Bones Forrest, we know how very interested
Marty Warren's mother and
Joe Bennett, Ralph Croft, Paul they have been in their two fri- dad, Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Warren,
Turbeville, Morris Collins and ends, Ella Doyle and Bud White, ejatertained with a hamburger
Mrs. George James
Mr. re
Boots Rogers organized the VERY because they have been "adopted supper at their home last week. have *114
home after spendFIRST FOOTBALL TEAM THAT relatives" of these two youngsters The guests were members of the ing a week in Louisville and Dayclass
HAD!
School
EVER
Sunday
FULTON
grade
years.
SOUTH
Graduation eighth
through the
where they visited Mrs.
ton.
And say, If you ever want to time always holds a special signi- of the Methodist Church.
children,
and
t 191 James
a;
Togam
spend an evening just TALKING ficance in that it brings FAMIEnjoying the happy evening while Toquny was away on • buswere Judy Woods, Linda Whitnel, iness till,.
FOOTBALL Just ask MAX- LIES and FRIENDS'together.
WELL about the games that
Kelly Reams, Kay Morris, Bill
Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey Binford
SOUTH FULTON played that
Billy Browning of Louisville Leneave, Bill Griffin, Warren of Jackson spent the weekend in
FIRST year!
came home to see his sister, Judy Nanney, Ladd Stokes and Marty. Fulton with their parents.
Yessiree—THAT was a TEAM. graduate, and all of Ruth Brown- Games and music were enjoyed
The McDaniel home on Second
The late "Doc" Hughes was the ing's nice family came up from by the group.
Street was a happy one this past
coach and he used the same plays Montgomery, All for the occasion.
Among the many delightful weekend when members of Ethel's
used at Centre College when Bo A happy reunion it always is
McMillan, Madison Bell, Sully when the "three Johnson girls" "get-togethers' 'for the Fulton family came all the way from
Montgomery, Red Weaver, Ben an4 their mother, Mrs. Claude graduating class was a coke party CALIFMNIA, TO SEE SUSAN
Creagor, Red Roberts, Armstrong, Jchnson get-together. We were so given by Jacqueline Rawls re- McDANIEL GRADUATE. Mrs. A.
Humpty Tanner, Tom Bartlett, glad to see Marguerite Jones and cently at the home of her parents,
came from
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Green on Third Riley. Ethel's mother,
sister, Mrs.
Street. The group spent a delight- Los Angeles and her
of Chicago
ful morning singing, playing cards Clarence Schwartzel
event.
BIG
the
for
here
was
.
and having good conservation
They also made pictures of the
Mrs. B. Wall Melugin of Murray
class. Your Diarist is reminded
Wednesday.
that "in later years"—what FUN visited in Fulton last
they
when
have
will
this class
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Brockwell of
turn the pages in their snap shot
proud parbooks and recall these GRADUA- Detroit, Mich., are the
April 17.
TION days! Mrs. W. C. Nichols of ents of a baby girl born

TO CHOOSE FROM
We make and match your
colors while you wait.
Apply with brush or roller
for smooth flat finish.
Clean up with warm water
and soap — dries in 30
minutes.

With every purchase of VarTung varnish or
paint you will receive FREE a handy paddle
for mixing your paint and a cloth painting
cap. There's a limited quantity of these items
available ... so make your purchase soonl

Southern States

Gold
Label

COO L... Mt cassems

LILTEIN
ONUT

A Dependable

Label will

Us

You will be agreeably surprised at the economical
flriot of Southern States Gold Label baler twine.
Why not order your needs right away.

C7-1

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
201 Central Ave.
South Futlon

YOUR SOUTHERN STATE

COOPERATIVE SERVICE

h
Larry Parks
Constance Smith

$4.95

GEN( y

GALLON
OUTSIDE WHITE
$5.35 Gallon

sultry
and
humid
that
night and
their
blood
reached
the boiling
point?

• akemicaRy Treated—Repels insects and rodents.

40011
tirmlijoa

ONLY

-.:TBOSS UP"

It was

• Free-Running—Keeps right up with high speed
of baler. Won't collapse or tangle.
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SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY!

• Uniform—Evenly spun with no thick spots be
Jam knotter or needle eye. No thin spots be
break.
• Otrongi--295 lb. average tensile strength. Far
lees breakage in the field.

-cop,
moss, "I

SCHO
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Also — COLOR CARTOON & COMEDY !!

$7.75 BALE;$7.50 BALE IN 5-BALE LOTS
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St an Economical price

• Goes Farther—A bale of Gold
14 tons of hay in 84 lb. bales.
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Piano Students Of Mrs. Wiley Will
Be'PrigsOnled In Recital Tottlii

•

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Iloc`tman
A piano recital by students dow" (Lichner)4, Joy 'Fagan; of the Beelerton community anfrom the class of Mrs. Steve "MAC,of the Sprites" (Hopkins), nounce the engagement and apWiSey will be presented Thurs- Jane Warren.
proaching marriage of their
day evening (tonight) at the Woyounger
daughter, Sandra, to
"Tarantella" (Dennee), Mary
man's Club,
Bondurant; Two Pianos, "Square James Nolan Vaughan, son of Mr.
The program will be as follows: Dance"
and Mrs. Kelley Vaughn of the
(Nevin) and "Gypsy
Quallette, "May Dance" (Eck- Whirl"
(Kasschau), Kay Morris Fulgham community.
stein), by Joy Fagan, Sheila Moss, and
The wedding will be solemnizJudy Copeland.
Betty Bennett, and Sherry Mil"From an Indian Lodge" (Mac- ed at 2 p. m., Sunday, June 22,
stead.
Dowell), Susan Stokes; "Waltz in at Wesley Methodist Church. The
"Merry -go - round" (F r o s t), D Major" (Mozart), Jean Bur- Rev. John Weir, pastor of the
Steve Green; "Waltz in C" (Kas- nette; "A Sea Mood" (Lindquis
t), East Clinton Cireuit, will offischau), Brenda McBride; "The Nancy Crews; "Scherzo" (Greig), ciate.
Willmill's Song" (Raezer), R. Judy Woodruff; "Prelude in
All friends and relatives of
D
Paul Westpheling; "Climing" flat" (Chopin), Ophelia Speight; both families are cordially
invit,
.,(MacLachlan), Letha Exum.
"P raeludiu m" (Mendelssohn), ed to attend.
"A March in G" (Thomas), Martha Woodruff;"Rondo CapricJudith Clayton; "Cinderella's risco" (Mendelssohn), Diana
Dream Waltz" (Martin), Betty Cunningham.
Ray Jackson Honored
Bennett; "Harp of the Mermaid" "Rhapsody j,n G Minor"
(Bra- With Birthday Supper
(Kent), Mary Woodruff; "Valse hrns), Marion Blackst
one;
Glissando" (Rogers), Sheila Moss; "Whims" (Schumann),
James Ray jackson was honored with
"Country Dances" (Beethoven), Reed; Two pianos, "Sheep
and a pot-luck birthday supper at his
Jane Edwards.
Highlands Saturday
Goat" (transcribed by David W. home in
"C o as a c k s" (Rebe, David Guion), "Cowboys' and Old
Fid- night, May 17.
Moss, "Havana Holiday" (Cobb), dlers' Breakdown", Diana
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
CunSherry Milstead; "In the Mea- ningham and Marion Blackston
e, Covington, Mr. and Mrs. Mille
Linker, and son, Billie Wayne
Rev. and Mrs. Paul Jones, Paula
and Donnie, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Barber
and
daughter. Janice
Marie. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilber and
Mrs. C. L. Maddox, local piano
Students participating in the daughter. Darlene, Mr and Mrs
teacher, presented her pupils in recital were: Florence Wiggins, J. C. Jackson and daughters.
their annual recital at the Wo- Sarah Jane Poe, Lynn Dallas, Debbie and Kathy, Mrs. °nice
man's Club Tuesday evening. A Rose Elleittussell, Margaret Poe, Jackson and daughter, Jeannie.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Williams. and
large crowd attended.
Peggy Lill Russell, Lynne Hollo- Mrs. Ruth
Clays. A. B Cloys of
For the occasion the stage was way,
Andrea Melton, Judy Hink- Perry, Fla. arrived during
the
beautifully decorated in columns ley,
Terry Thomas, Carolyn Fly, evening as a surprise. Mrs
Jackof white and red roses, and all Sylvia
Carden, Nancy Trees, son and son, Kent, were also
the students participating were Barry
Roper, Judy Hoodenpyle, present.
visions of loveliness in their even- Mary
DeMyer, Bob Anderson, Guests
in the Jackson home
ing frocks.
Ann Bowers, Martha DeMyer,
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Following the recital, pictures Judy Moore,
Nancy, and Carol Etmith, Jr., and sons
Bobby and
were taken, then the students McNeeley.
Donnie, and Mrs. Ruth Cloys, all
were entertained with a party at
the Derby Cafe. Hosts were C. L.
There were two two-piano of Cayce. Mr and Mrs. Cecil
Maddox and Hugh Fly. Hambur- numbers. The first was by Mar- Norville, Scottie and Sherrie of
gers, french fries and Pepsi-Colas tha DeMyer and Ann Bowers and Gadsden, Tenn., and A. B. Cloys
were served. Then, more pictures the second one by Nancy Bushart of Perry, Pla.
were taken of the group.
and Judy Moore.
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Mrs. Maddox Presents Pupils In
Tuesday Evening Recital Here
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Memphis Conference
To Be Held June 3-6

lie school
"ater Veit of last

DERBY DOI/1GS
DEATHS

Let not thine heart envy sinRepresentatives of 120,000 Methodists will meet for the Memphis ners: but be thou in the fear et
Annual Conference of The Meth- the Lord all the day long.
Proverbs 23:11
odist Church June 3-8 at Lambuth College in Jackson, Tenn-

G
ce Agency
o the Fulhis weekrmerly oceirflerY•

T. C. Bondurant

al

Wilford Griffith

ne 585

Did you know that the Derby
Cafe out in Highlands has the
only genuine Chinese cook and
Chinese stove in the area? And
according to Hugh Fly, you just
can't cook good Chinese food
without a Chinese stove.
The next time you are out at
the Derby go back to the kitchen
and pay Ming Lee a visit. He is
the only Chinese in town (and I
reckon, the only one in a 50 mile
area) and gets sort of lonesome.
He would like to show you around
the kitchen. You can watch him
prepare r meal, and who knows,
he rillgfie bet you in on some of
his secret recipes.

Ministerial and lay delegates to
the 120th scission will represent
Thomas C Bonduratit, retired
Methodist
Churches
West
in
Tennessee and eight Western farmer and rural mail carrier,
Kentucky Counties. They will re- died Mooday night, May 19, at his
view the work of the conference home near HicIman following a
during the 1957-58 church year heart attack. He was 86.
Services will be held at a
and make pla.na for the new year
Thursday Itodar at the Weft
Which begins June 1
Ministerial appointments f 6 r4 Hickman Baptist church The Rev.
the new conference year will be Jack Rushing and 'the Rev. Joe
Out at the Derby when you
announced at the closing session. Harris of Hickman will officiate.
Among the major changes will be Burial will be in Hickman cem- order Chinese food, you can bet
the appointment of a new Jack- etery White-Ranson Funeral Home your bottom dollar that you are
son District superintendent to re- of Union City has charge of ar- not getting any canned food, for
the Derby has fresh Chinese
platy the Rev, Dr. F A. inast, rkngementa.
Mr Bondurant was born March vegetables shipped
Jackson. Dr Platt is completing
in twice a
a six sear term, the limit for 18, 1872 in Fulton County, son week by express from a Chinese
superintend- of the late Thomas E. and Sarah trading company in Chicago.
district
Methodist
Chambers Bondurant.
ents.
He was educated in ?Viten
Have you ever ordered Chinese
County schools and at Dick- food
from the Derby to go? No?
son college in Dickson, Tenn. For Well,
you can call in, and in a
a number of years he was engaged matter
of a few minutes time,
in farming in District seven of it
is all prepared for you. One
Obion County and near Crystal
order is usually enough for two,
Harmon Pierce of Fulton is a community. For n 35-year period
member of the supervisory com- of his tile, he was a rural mall and you may get this delicious
mittee for the llth annual pro- carrier. He retired about 20 years food seven days a week, from 5
duction of the "Last Resort" to ago. He was a member of the p. m. until midnight.
be presented by Murray State East Hickman Baptist Church.
The Derby Cafe is now serving
College fraternity, Delta Alpha, He wa-s the father of Mrs. Jornext fall.
or. Ferguson of the McConnell buffet lunches twice a week, on
Carolyn Roberta of Fulton has community and Mrs. Len Wil- Tuesdays and Friday s, and
been elected vice-president of PI liams and Mrs. Cleo Peeples, both people from Mayfield, Union City
and other towns are driving over
Omega Pi, honorary
business of Fulton.
for the noon-time meal. Some of
fraternity at Murray State.
the meats served are Kosher
tiorned beef, turkey and roast
beef. There are also cold cuts,
SCHOOL—
Services were held Wednesday cheeses of all kinds, potato
salad,
Con tinued from Page One
afternoon, May 28, at 2:30 at the pickles, four kinds of bread;
and.
New Hope Baptist Church, for many other things to eat. You can
schools, the report reads, with Wilford Rains Griffith, retired
get all you want for only 75c. The
the seven schools being remod- farmer of Latham, who
died sud- lunches are proving very popueled and renovated for use as denly Tuesday afternoon
at 1:30 lar, too!
elementary schools. These seven at his home. The Rev.
Casey Penschools include Cloverdale, Dixie, tecost and the Rev.
A. L. Wade
You haven't eaten pie until you
Hornbeak, Obion, Rives, Troy and of Martin officiated Burial,
.
un- have tried Sam's delicious homeWoodland,
der direction of Jackson Broth- cooked ones. The Derby cooks any
The survey team called for dis- ers Funeral
Home of Dukedom, kind of pie to order—to go.
continuance of Hiland and Park- was in the church
cemetery. He
view elementary schools, the was 79.
Sunday dinner at the Derby Is
pupils of the former to attend
Mr. Griffith leaves his wife, a social event—where you see all
Usion City and the latter HornMrs. Mary Ann Griffith; a son, your friends. For only $1.25 you
ben k
Willis Griffith of Dresden, Tenn., have a choice of seven meats and
Program For Negroes
Star Route; a daughter, Mrs. Ho- five vegetables. A complete meal
With reference to Negro schools ward Rogers of Dresden, Route includes everything from a salad
in the county, the report recom- 4; three brothers, Tom Griffith through dessert and drink. Chilmends that South Fulton School of Palmersville, Tenn., Edgar dren's Sunday dinners-75c.
be remodeled for grades one Griffith of Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
through six. Children in grades and Joe Griffith of Clarksville,
The Derby has organ Male
seven, eight and nine should at- Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. Ernest nightly and features different
tend school in Union City where Clark of Dresden, Tenn., Mrs. artists, such as Bobby Newton,
the 10th, 11th and 12th graders Charlie Killebrew of Cottage Martha Logan, Jerry Coates and
now attend.
Grove, and Mrs. Lewis Cole of their newest addition, June
Further, Negro schools at Rives, Dover, Tenn.; eight grandchil- Hughes.
Kenton, Obion and Woodland dren and 11 great-grandchildren.
If you have children under 12,
should be abandoned and consolibe sure and get them enrolled in
dated in a new six-teacher, six
BIBLE SCHOOL MONDAY
the Derby's Birthday Club. When
grade plant in or near Obion.
Vacation Bible School at the their birthday rolls around,
The report also recommended
there
the county keep in mind the pos- Church of the Nazarene will start Is a free meal, birthday cake and
Monday
afternoon
Julie
,
with
2,
songs by the famous Derby girl's
sibility of an agreement with Gibquartette. Everything's on the
son County for possible consoli- registration at 1.30 p. m.
house!
dated school In the Northern secFIRES
And last, but not least, if you
tion of Gibson County which a
The South Fulton Fire Depart- are a coffee drinker, you'll not
number of Obion County pupils
ment was called out at 12:20 Tues- want to miss the Derby Coffee
might attend.
A delegation from South Ful- day to put out a grass fire next Club which meets each day from
to the Park Terrace Motel.
9 to 10 a. m.
ton attended the mass meeting.
—Adv.
.veAs4ssak
fir •

Fulton Students
Are Elected

CE

Bockman-Vaughn
Engagement Told

"SUPIR Nair. QUALfTY 12 TO 16‘
Li..AVIL
-

SMOKED1
HAM
Butt Half

lb. WI

Shank
Portion

k Whole Ham lb.55*

C.

LB

"Super Right" Quality Meat ONE PRICE—AS ADVERTISED
You MUST BR Satisfied in Every Way
Super Right "Skinless" 8 To 12 Lb. Avg.
Fully
Semi-ss eleHAMS Cooked
Bon
Excess Fat
Removed

73c

Lb.

Super Right Fully Cooked
12 To 16
Whole,

Lb.% Shank
Hams Lb. Avg. or Butt Half
Port. IS90 / Port. Lb. 49c
Southern Star
9 Lb. Can
Lb.
Hams Canned
I 7.09 )6 Can 4.99
Super Right
Reg. Or )Full 16 Os
loners SAll
Meat Skinless (King Size
Pkg. 59c
Bacon Squares trLri
Lb. 39c
Sandwich Steaks tact7-;:idI_ i;rBut.o en . 2 pi: 75c

STORE
HOURS:
OPEN
Fri.-8 to 6 pin
Sat. — 8 to 8 pm

YOUR GUARANTEE
OF QUALITY

Bologna

Super Right
All-M•at

gf By The
I Piece )
Lb.

55*

l

MIX AND MATCH SALE
SUPER RIGHT SLICED

Double Your Money Back
IF YOU

ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH

Big
8-0s,
Pkgs
Liver Cheese—Pickle & Pimento—
Mac. & Cheese—Spiced Lunch
Cooked Salami—Olive Loaf
Lamm QUANTITIES AT REGULAR RETAILS

Lunch Meat 3 100

SUPER RIGHT MEATS
If You want Low Prices — if You Demand
If You Insist On Wide Variety

Fine Quality

GET ALL 3 AT A&P PLUS THIS
Sensational Guarantee ( oTra = late
TBSoHi HOME GROWN

S
2k
Pole Beans
2 394
Tomatoes
2 49°
Ma.
Potatoes :1.:
5 Lbs 49c
Potatoes . . .10 lbs. 59c
CarrotsCalIfornia
Lb.
2 Sag
Large
Cabbage
Head 15*
trawberries

Lb

Tubes

Fine
Green

FROZEN FOODS
TRIESWEET

Lemonade

Pink
Or
Reg.

Strawberries ALP
Grape Juice

ALP

SUPER RIGHT
12.0s. Can

Lunch Meat
35c
1-Lb. al9ig
Crackers
Sox
Fig Bars
2 394
Dill Pickles =Style
a
Paramount 111-0s.
Sweet Pickles
Arista:wait
4 Pack Saltines

44
Jar

Who.

Jar

SPECIAL OFFER! ANN PAGE

Mayonnaise

Qt.

Jar

53c

Yukon Club
Plus Bet, Dep..

Beverages
32.7: 294
Ann Page Pure
Lb. cdst
6-0z.
Prese
rvess
tr-b2
U7
Y
Can 10c
Peanut Butter
a/c
Pkg
Our Own
Tea
Bags
Off
244°‘11:00:0
2c".:.31
Jar

10c Off Label
A an
Pigs

5 10
Pkgs.

Of vac
5
/

fiaseisi—ios

JANE PARKER LARGE

Crisco Shortening 3::96€ Angel Food ze.e. E. 39c
Tidy Home
.
"°.450
:::0 25c Apple Pie
Reynolds Wrap
31c Coffee Cake'Ant"
Mi
tnNedO-RO:
P MBEItTO 2
Cream Cheese Et:2 310 Sliced
Cheese
61C
Salad Mustard Kraft, 10c Butter (
onnaise
45c
ATLANTIC &PACIFIC TEA0
MarshmalinwcKraf
Jane Parker
Large Size

Leuanor

Reg. r
69c

tF4:74h.id ti
t

CHEESE FOOD

racle Whip

P:.:41

Lb
Loaf

69C
6-0s.isc
Pkg. L

0 Bltd

Silver 1 Lb. Ctn. S Silver

Break

66e

/ Brook

Roll
1-Lb.

IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. MAY $1

PRICES

GTRHIEAI

DEPEND/Ali 1000 RETAILERS SINCE

1859

Free 1.65 Beautiful Melmac Dinnerware Compartment Plate
WITH THE
PURCHASE OF
ONES PIECE
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OF MELMAC
DINNERWARE
AT REG. PRICE

A & P FOOD STORES
Any ALP Food *tore Thru Sat., May 111
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Melmac Dinnerware
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studenia, who are Me:7*i four
major subjects, an exception bens made in the can-e of a senior
•
is unable to enroll in four
Inhjocus due to schedule limitation.
The award is based
upon
scholastic, or scholastic and physical acl3levements, four points
Arthur Ramos Of
Rotarians And
being necessary to receive it. At
South Futon High
Lions Make Tours
lease ens point must be in the
The honor rolls for the sixth SENIORS
scholastic fields.
To Study At Institut*
Of Cheese Factory
six-weeks and the second seThoge receiving monograms
Second
Semester
mester at Fulton High School
were:
Sixty-six high school physical
Buck Woods, I. p. trainmaster
Boys—Bud White.
have been releamed by Principal
4th Monogram Winners--Marion and biological science instructors at Jackson, Tenn., and former
Girls—Marion
Blackstone,
BarJ. M. Martin.
have accepted grants to study at trainmaster here, was principal
bara Boyd, Judy Browning, Anne Blackstone, Senior; Ella Doyle,
The honor rolls follow:
the Summer Science Institute to speaker at the regular Rotary
Fall, Patsy Grooms, Vida Quill, Senior; Anne "all.Senior ; Gloria
SENIORS
Gloria Hinton. Susan McDaniel, Hinton, Senior; Susan McDaniel, be held at Murray State College Club luncheon-meeting last TuesSenior; Virginia Page, Senior; this summer, according to Dr. day at the Rose Room. He was
Boys--Bud White.
Sue Moore. Virginia Page.
Walter Blackburn and Dr. A. M. a guest of Fulton Trainmaster J.
Bud White, Senior
Curls—Marton Blackstone, Sandra Bowen, Barbara Boyd, Bonnie JUNIORS
3rd Monogram Winners— Mary Wolfson, co-directors of the insti- P. Haines.
Boys—Johnny Allen, Glynn Ray Ann
tute.
Mr. Woods spoke of the adBritten. Judy Browning, Anne
Bennett, Junior;
Glynn
vances in transportation, speakcoinscience
institute
will
The
Fall, Vida Guilt Gloria Hinton, Bradley, Freddy Harper, Charlie Biadley, Junior;
Ruth
Louise
Susan McDaniel Sue Moore, Vir- Huddleston, Philip Jeffress, Ken- Butts, Junior; Joanne Covington, cide with the regular summer ing mostly of the change over of
neth Turner.
the I. C. and other railroads from
ginia Page
Junior; Patsy Grooms, Senior; session from June 113-Aug. 8.
Girls—Mary Ann Bennett, Su- Freddy Harper.
the steam engines to the diesels,
Junior;
Charlie
JUNIORS
The Murray Institute is made which have proven more economisan Bushart, Ruth Louise Butts, Huddleston, Junior; Philip
JefBoys—Jotuuly Allen, Glynn Ray Sidney Callihan. Joanne Coving- tress,
possible by a grant from the Na- cally and more efficient.
Junior.
Bradley. Freddy Harper. Charlie ton
tional Science Foundation. The
Immediately following
2nd Monogram Winners—Wayne
the
Huddleston, Philip Jeftreas.
grant will cover cost of tuition luncheon
this Tuesday the RoAnderson, Sophomore; Judy
Girls-Mary Ann Bennett, Ruth SOPHOMORE
and other fees for the teachers tary
Club went as a body on
'Boys —.Everett Allen, Wayne Browning, Senior; Jean Burnette, as well as stipends of $75 a
Louise Butts.
week. a tour of the new
Swift's cheese
Anderson, Duncan Bushart, John Sophomore; Susan Bushart, Jun- Additional
allowances of $15 a plant.
The Lions Club has been
SOPHOMORES
Cunningham, Tommy Fields, Ray ior; Sidney Calliham. Junior; Ro- week
will be provided for each issued
land Carter, Sophomore; John
Allen.
Wayne Gunter.
the same invitation for May
Boys— Everett
dependent.
30. Swift's big open house to the
Anderson, Duncan Bushart, RoCunningham. Sophomore; Tommy
Students
for the institute will public
Fields, Sophomore; Martha Herland Carter, John Cunningham, FRESHMAN
will be on Friday, June 8.
include Arthur Ramos of South
Boys — Bill Burnette, Thomas ring, Sophomore.
Tommy Fields, Gesote Ray GunFulton High School.
Carney,
Bobby
ncock,
Larry
HP
ter.
1st Monogram Winners—Everett
Bard Hogan, quIlivan, Hal W4.rren, Charles Allen. Sophomore: Johnny Allen,
Girls — Brenda
Wlllingh
am
Burnet*, Judy
Burton,
Jean
Girls—Mary Arm Barber, Chan Studer ; Barbara Boyd. ISerlior;
Nancy Bushart. Martha Herring,
Thomas Carney, Freshman; Chan
Saundra Latham, Carol McNellly, Covington, Dortha Duke, Bonnie Covington, Freshman; Dortha
A total of 1,085 students were
Helms, Ophelia Speight.
Patsy Smith, Mandel Wells.
Duke, Freshman;'Bobby Joe Hanawared degrees at the University
STUDENTS MAKING ALL A's- cock, Freshman:
Burnette
W.
P.
was
elected
to
flondie
Helms,
FRESHMEN
of Kentucky's 91st annual comBud White, Senior: Ella Doyle,
Boys — Bill Burnette, Thomas Senior; Charlie Hucidleston, Jun- Freshman; Satmdra Laths m, fill the office of the president of mencement program held Monday
the
Fulton
Lions
Club recently at morning, May
Carney, Bobby Hancock. Larry ior, Wayne Anderson. Sophomore; Sophomore, Carol McNeilly, Sop28, at Memorial
Sullivan, Hal Warren, Charles Roland Carter. Sophomore; Jean homore: Allen Maloney, Senior; their meeting held at the Rose Coliseum in Lexington.
Room. He suoceeds Dr. Eddie
Patsy
Smith,
Sophomore;
Ophelia
Willingham.
Burnette, Sophomore; Dortha
Brantly Amberg of Hickman reGirls—Mary Ann Barber, Lynn Duke, Freshman; Bonnie Helms, Speight, Freshman, Larry Sulli- Crocker.
ceived a Bachelor of Law degree.
Other
officers
elected
were:
van,
Freshman,
Hal
Warren,
Bushart, Chan Covington, Dortha Freshman.
Those from Fulton County reJames Warren, first vice-presiDuke, Bonnie Helms, Ophelia
The requirement for the honor Freshman; Maridel Wells, Sophdent; Robert Burrow, second vice- ceiving bachelor's degrees were:
omore;
Charles
Willingham,
3peight.
roll is for the student to be makpresident; Food Homra, third Shirley French, Thomas Hooker,
Freshman.
Jr., James Hunter, Ray Kamp,
STUDENTS MAKING ALL A's- ing all A's and 13'.'
To be eligible for a monogram vice-president; Bobby Scates, sec- and David
Roberts, all of Hickdud White, Senior: Ella Doyle,
retary-treasurer
:
Bill
Adams,
Lion
Brenda Bard Hogan, a sopho- • student must be on the seman; Marilyn Cherry, Carolyn
Senior. Jean Burnette, Sophotamer;
and
Thad
Fagan,
tail-twistmester honor roll two consecutkre
McCracken, and Arch Huddleston,
more; Wayne Anderson, Sopho- more. WELs winner of the G.S.I. semesters.
er.
more; Roland Carter. Sophomore; Award Friday morning at the anThose to serve on the board of all of Fulton.
Honors
nual
program
at
Day
FulThose from Hickman County
Dortha Duke, Freshman; Bonnie
The Honors Day program was directors are: Louis Weaks, Ed
ton High School. This award is
were: Joe Larrikin and Donald
Helms, Freshman.
Neely,
Dr.
Jack
Blankenship
held
at
and
9:30
a.
m.
as
follows •
donated by Supt. W. L. Holland,
Mills, both of Clinton.
The requirement for the honor and is presented the high school
Welcome to visitors, Susan Mc- Lawson Roper.
roll is for the student to be student
greatest Daniel: Honor Society Pledging,
making
the
making all A's and B's.
scholastic improvement of one Bud White, President; Presentatyear's work over the preceding ion of Monograms. Pres. Senior
year's work.
Class, Bud White 9-11, Pres.
Winners of the Fulton High Junior Class, Charles HuddlesHoyt Wilson, son of Mr. and
Barbara
Boyd, ton, 10-12.
Awards
were:
J. D. Simpson, employe of the
Senior; Judy Browning, Senior;
Greatest
Scholastic
Improve- Airlene Gas Company, was elect- Mrs. Carnell Wilson of 222 Carr
Grooms. Senior; Diane ment Award, Superintendent W. ed Commander of Marshall Alex- St., Fulton, will receive his
Patsy
is the enemy you can't Wright, Senior; Mary Ann Ben- L... Holland.
ander Post No. 72 of the Ameri- Bachelor of Arts degree from
University at the comfight. Hail almost always nett, Junior; Glynn Bar Bradley. Male Quartette, Accompanied by can Legion at the regular meet- Unoin
mencement service June 3.
Junior; Susan Busbart, Junior; Mrs. Nelson Tripp, Joe Johnson, ing recently at the nog home.
leaves a ruined crop in its Ruth
Mr. Wilson attended Union
Louise Butts, Junior; Sid- Richard Cardwell, Glynn Cook,
wake. Why not protect ney Calliham, Jurlior; Joanne Philip Jeffrees.
Other officers named were: upon his transferring from Muryour harvest income with Covington. Junior; John Culan- Quill and Scroll Initiation. Ella Leon Hutchens, first vice-com- ray State College. He is majoring
Sophomore; Freddy Har- Doyle; Fulton High Awards, Prin. mander; Vyron W. Mitchell, in Business Administration and
Crop Hail Insurance inithani,
per, Junior: Charlie Huddleston, J. M. Martin; Scholastic Awards, second vice-commander; Raymond minoring in Religion,
now? Be sure that a Junior; a n d Philip Jeffress, Miss Mary Martin; Recognition Williams, adjutant; J. Ray Gra- While at Union, he has been a
year's work is not lost Junior.
of Senior Class, Supt W. L. Hol- ham,finance officer; Al T. Owens, member of the Baptist Student
The F. H. A. is granted only to land.
chaplain; assistant ch spiel n, Union and Ministerial Associaovernight. Talk to us to- regularly
enrolled high school 1968 National Honors in Scho- Harold Henderson, Jr.; historian, tion.
day about Crop Hail Inlastic Magazine Writing Awards, Harry J. Potter; sergeant.rit-arms,
Leon Mann; child's welfore offisurance.
Mrs. Charles Burrow.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
Accurate
Any other
honors, Faculty; cer, Dr. Russell Rudd; publicity
officer,
Wilson
V.
Martin.
Benediction, Rev. Oakley WoodWORKMANSHIP
CALL
The executive committee will
side; Students go to home room
At Low Cost to receive report cards; Hanging
be compdoed of Fred Homra, outWatches, Clocks and Time
going commander, J. D. Simpson,
of senior picture.
Pteeee el AM Kinds ReesDecorations
and
flowers
by Raymond Williams, J. Ray Graretely Repaired at Low Con
members of senior class. Decorat- ham, H. P. Allen, Charles BrowTry—
ion committee: Linda Arrington, der, Kelly V. Rose, Tolbert H.
Barbara Boyd, Sandra Bowen.
Dallas, Robe
McCain, Leon
ANDREWS
Hutchens, and Johnson Hill.
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Local Teacher
Woods Speaks To
Accepts Grant To Rotary Club
Study At Murray Last Tuesday

Honors Are Awarded To
Many At Fulton High

W. P. Burnette Is
Lions President

•

J. D.Simpson Heads
American Legion

County Students
Graduate From UK

Hoyt Wilson To
Receive BA Degree

HAIL

Mrs. Carrie Dodson Wright will
be 75-years-old May 29, and would
enjoy receiving letters or cards
from her friends and former
pupils.
She taught school many years
at Blairs, Deweese, Beelerton
and at other schools. She has been
confined to a hospital Mir several weeks.
Her address is: 830 Thayer St.,
Plymouth, Ind.

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

One Slightly
Injured In Wreck
One person received minor injuries in a two-car collision Sunday morning at 9 on the overhead
bridge at the Hickman Y north
of Fulton on Highway 51.
Those involved in the accident
were Mr. and Mrs. Luten Henry
Archibald of Quincy, Fla., in a
1958 DeSoto, and two negro
couples, Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
O. Scott and Mr. and Mrs. William Scott, all of Chicago. The
negros were in a 1953 Chevrolet
and were headed south. The
Archibald, were headed north,
when the two cars sideswiped.
One of the negro women received
a bruised shoulder.
The DeSoto was damaged to
the extent of $500, and the Chevrolet, approximately $400.
Pete's wrecker was called to
tow the wrecked cars in. State
Policeman Lawrence Grissom investigated the accident.

NEW UNDERthe 41N
Straw Hats -Sport Shirts
Light Summer Suits
- Catalina Swim Suits
for men and women
Here's your passport to cool, carefree summer
living!
your casual attire from our wonderful
selection of
fashion-right, comfortably -light sportswear!
Pick

MILLER IS TRANSFERRED
Ray Miller was transferred
from the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis to the Fulton Hospital
Sunday in a Hornbeak ambulance.
Subscribe To The

Jantzen caters to the
discriminating sportsman

Fulton County Has
"Standard" Rating

Subscribe To The NEWS
Half of the Future Farmers of
America chapters in the Purchase
District and 11 of the 18 in the
West Kentucky PTA District have
been granted gold ratings. They
will compete with their record
achievements against all other
gold rated chapter, in Kentucky.
Fulgham was one of the chapters receiving top ratings.
KILL THEM Ifearesii wIth ULM
U-DOIT TERIIITIT CONTROL
Fulton County was given a
o•t• szo •• is prelbsei t-nosom Wass
standard rating.
Illermies• Os a=k
Is, 5 vs.-"
Uwe, irs.. &owl Arabs Get
Among the state candidates
Folder sad Is.bleeders si
were Bob Scott of Fulgham and
Errnon Workman of Fulton Coon BUILDER'S SUPPLY, Inc.
ty.
Walnut St. Phone 96 Fulton, Ky.

TERMITES

GROW TOMATOES !
Set from now until July 1st; cash income
by mid-summer
Prices are $28.00 ton; a good acre should
produce 10 tons or better.
We hare plenty of plants !
— CALL

Fulton .
• . 881-3
Hickman . • . . 3123
Water Valley And Hickman
Canning Company

BARTON'S
South Side of Square

,1,1100.$01E5151,St.

PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"

Mayfield, Ky.

—- -

422 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone MIS

„
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Tartan" zip-fits. Active
Ilwim trunk* in enparbQuality poplin cotton with
the extension waistband
tailoring you find in
slacks. Authentic
miniature Clooney tartan,
28 to 40 sizes 85.95.
King-size version in 39 to
44 sizes 96.95.
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May 30: Ellen Rowland, N. 0
Cooke, Mrs. J. C. Suggs Mrs. W
B. Lancaster, Cynila Oliver, Larry
Foster, Harold Ai n old, May 31.
Marta Moore Mahan, Mrs. J. E
iii.c.Natt, Butch Buckingham, June
1: Glenda Sue Brown, Betty
Buckingham, Jack Carter, R. E
Kelly. Wendell Butts, Buddy McFINAL EXAMS OVER
Kenzie, June 21 Mrs. R. E. Sanford, June 3: Yuonne Drewry, Mrs.
The students of Fulton High
L. A. Perry, Debtae Bynum. June School completed their final
5: Mrs. J. A. Hornbeak.
exams last Fednesday. They returned to school Friday morning
for their report cards and for the
annual Honors Day program at
9 a. m.
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Fulton County Conservation Conscious
Conservation-conscious farmers
In this establishment and im- acres of stripero
pping system in
of Fulton County, 272 of them, provement of cover
on the land. his crop rotatiolto reduce
soil
speot more than $110,223.68 in these farmers used
745 tons of washing on gent sloping land.
1957 to put into practice certain agricultural lime and
185 tons of These areas will tain their fertipractices designed to conserve the commercial fertilize
r as well as lity longer and go through sumsoil and water on their farms. an untold quantity of the
recom- mer dry weather better than beThe Federal Government through mended verities of
grass and le- fore this treatment.
the agricultural Conservation gume seeds,
Land drainage is another conProgram paid back to them on a
Thtre will be comparatively
servation measure that came in
share-the-cost basis $55,111.84 of little loss of soil or soil
fertility for attention.
Drainage systems
this.
from the land that was given this
were installed by 29 farmers.
Mr. Bard, Chairman of the Ful- treatment and a high
percentage Open ditch drainag
e
ton County ASC Committee that of the rain that falls
on it will Installed to drain systems were
12,010 acres of
administers the ACP in the coun- soak into the soil, adding
that productive land.
ty, expressed himself and the much tosthe water table
level and
other members of the committee contributing to water
Mr. Bard expressed the feeling
conservaas being very gratified and great- tion.
that every citizen of Fulton Counly pleased as their office completThe conservation effort under ty should be very grateful to our
far-seeing farmers and to a coned a tabulation of the results of the ACP was not lIm1te
to land
siderate thoughtful Congress for
the Agricultural Conservation cover by i{ny means. Our
county
Program efferts in 1957 in the farmers also exhibited
their part in assuring a continued
a great
county.
deal of interest and activity in high standard of living for our
As was anticipated, the practice conservation practices aimed
children and their children. Chairdithat was most needed in the rectly at the control of
man Bard points out further that
the flow
county was given attention by of runoff water. They
there are a few farmers of the
built 37
most of the participating farmers. grassland protection ponds.
county who have not availed
This
It is well known that the most conserves agricultural water,
and themselves of the opportunities
effective means of conserving soil in many instances result in
a bet- offered by the Agricultural Conand water is to have and main- ter cover on the land as a
result servation Program. He feels that
tain a good, thick, vigoruous of better pasture management.
In this is due, at least in part, to a
growth of vegetative cover on stil other cases, 4 farmers
piped lack of understanding of what
the land. In 1957 farmers of Ful- water from an already existing the program provides. He
invites
ton County established or improv- supply to their pastures.
all farmers who have not been
ed 2,102 acres of such cover. This
In further control of runoff participating in this ACP
to drop
establishment included 651 acres water, 12 farmers built and
seed- in at the office of the county
of permanent type grass and le- ed 643,000 square feet sod
water- committee in Hickman, Kentucky
gume cover established, 1451 acres ways or meadow strips to
pre- at their leisure and discuss it
of temporary rotation or winter vent the formation of gullies
and with a member of the county
or summer cover established, and washes in low places in cultivat
- committee or with Mr. S. E.
1 acre planted to forest trees.
ed fields, 1 farmer established 28 Holly, the county office manager
.

Fulton County School Teachers And
Employees For 1958-59 Are Announced

McAlister Case
Set For June 11

fiti iektf ei
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Kay Morris, Wanda Cash And Ronny
Winston Win American Legion Awards

PLANTS 741X/
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f
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cooPOTASH

HUNGER:
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Oc TIPS ANL, EOGE1
OF LOWER 4IEAVE5,

INSTINCT: THE PECKING oe
HATCHING CHICK IS AN INBORN
IMPULSE IN THE ORGANISM 70
pROTEC7 4N0 FeEP/Whet

'ALL PLANTS wetet7' HUN•SER 5,6N5 WHEN
THE SOIL IS LOW IN
RANT fool's. YOUR COUNTY AGRICUL
TURAL AGENT CAN TELL
YOU SWAT THESE HUNGER SATINS ARE A.NO
WHAT FERTILIZER
WALL "-ego YOuR °roes Ativo.cenveig
PLANTS PROPERLY.'

Coartus: Aline Cswakal

DY• CorPoratiou

Kay Morris, Wanda Cash and
Ronny Winston were winners of
the American Legion Awards, pre- dergraduates applying for bachesented Wednesday night at the lor's degrees. There are six caneighth grade graduation exercise didates for the doctor of philosophy degree, four for the doctor
at Carr Institute.
of education degree, nine for
Usually, there are only two a- master
of arts, and 108 for master
wards, one for the most outof science.
standing boy and another for the
Of candidates for bachelor's demost outstanding girl in the graduating class, but this year, Miss grees, 159 are in business acininMorris and Miss Cash tied for filtration, 107 in engineering; 811
the girl's award, so three were In education; 58 in home economics; 59 in liberal arts, 29 in
presented.
The award goes to the most agriculture; .and 18 in law.
outstanding all-around boy and
Among those receiving a B. 8.
girl.
degree in Home Economics will be
Kay is the daughter of Mr. and Doris Jean Roberts
of Fulton.
Mrs. L. A. Morris of 409 Green
Street; Wanda is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Cash of
YOUNGBLOOD RUNS
1005 Walnut Street, and Ronny
Dr. F.. W. Youngblood, retired
IS the son of Mr. and Mrs. K. M.
veterinarian and salesman for an
Winston of Dukedom.
The awards were presented by automobile company, has anCommander Fred Hamra of the nounced his candidacy for state
Marshall Alexander Post of the representative from Obion County, subject to the Democrat priAmerican Legion.
The principal speaker for the mary in August. The incumbent,
commencement exercise was Ray- Marvin Hayes of Samburg, earlier
mon Burroughs, Dean of Haase announced his inteLtion to seek
re-election.
College, McKenzie, Term.
Dr. Ward Bushart, a member
of the Board of Education, preAttend CHURCH
sented the diplomas.

TASTY TIP FOR

Local Student
Candidate For Degree
One student from Fulton is
among approximately 642 can
dictates for degrees at the University of Tennessee Spring Quarter
commencement Sunday, June 1.
In Knoxville.
Dr. C. E. Brehm, U-T president,
will deliver the commencement
address at exercises starting at
1:15 p. m. in Alumni Memorial
Auditorium. Dr. Brehm also will
award the degrees For the first
time, the baccalaureate sermon
this year will be delivered on
tile day of commencement. Dr.
Joseph J. Copeland. pastor of
Second Presbyterian Church.
Knoxville, will deliver the sermon
at 10:45 a. in.
Among candidates for degrees
are 125 graduate students seeking advanced degrees, and 517 un-

34 Receive Diplomas Al Annual
Fulton High Commencement Thursday

Quick Meals!

The following teachers and em- Rozella Aquino, Mrs. Imogene
The trial of Forrest McAlister,
ployees have been appointed and Price, Mrs. Lola Ross if needed; Fulton insurance man who is acwere approved by the Fulton Phillips — Mrs. Alice Neal; Wes- cused of voluntary manslaughter
Dr. Merl Baker of the UniverCounty Board of Education at tern — Mrs. Betty Thetford, Mrs. In the death of Jewell English
sity of Kentucky addressed the
their last meeting. Superintend- William Green; bus drivers — last February, has been set for
1958 graduates of Fulton High
ent Bead Darnell said that the Edward Bing, Elmer Cason, Ric- June 11 in McCracken Circuit
School at the annual Commenceteachers and employees were hard Hendrix. Paul Jones, J. W.*Court.
ment Program Thursday evening
named with the understanding Lacy, Joe Macklin, Frank Moore, Miss English died during the
Delicious, homemade
at 8 o'clock at Carr Auditorium.
that they would be placed later. Ancil Rice, James Thetford, bizarre episode of the kidnaping
Dr. Baker used as his subject, A farm house of the May-field
Pierce Thetford, Chester Wade, of a Magoon
state trooper by "Scientific Advance
They are: Harold Shaw, Miss Walter
s Create Op- Highway near Fulton. belongin
Westbrook; janitors — two gunmen. She was a passenge
g
Agnes Sublett, Carlos Lannorn,
r portunities and Responsibilities to
noir to serve in smiewes
Millard Caldwell, Clint Hughes, in a car whigh drove
Moore Joyner, was destroyed
past a pol- for You." The
—
C. Lawson, Mrs. Joe Barnett, Mrs. M. A.
speaker was intro- by fire Saturday afternoon about
Jackson, Paul Jones, H. M. ice post set up to seek one
Kraft Dinner is•
of the duced by Supt.
Myra Bondurant, Miss Vivian Ross,
5.
W.
L.
Both
Holland
James Thetford. 6
trucks
.
from
I
the
timesaver and 0
Fulton
gunmen. McAlister and Missouri
Caldwell, James DeSpain, Mrs.
m•nu- maker!
Dr. Baker is the Director of the Fire Department fought the blaze,
State Trooper Vernon Hopkins
Helen Naylor, Mrs. Raymond
Keep it handy—
but
the
fire
had
Kentucky Research Foundation
too
much
of
a
admitted
firing
on
the
ear
after
Sloan, Mrs. Ben White, Chester
with
it costs only peoand since his appointment four headway when they at-rived.
It passed.
flies. So easy fee
Williams, Ralph Bugg, Robert
years
A
well-hou
ago
se
the
number
McAliste
nearby
of
r
mas
pleaded
damresearc
not guilty on
h
school I unchos.
RICH
Tuley, Mrs. Pies Fields, Harold
arraignment before Circuit Judge grants and contracts have increas- aged, and the paint on a large
emergency
Garrison. Mrs. King Davis, G. B.
truck
And good :17
parked
from
ed
near
C
15
1 /1
Warren
to 62 and new activi1
the house was
Eaton.
KRAFT
Watts Mrs. Myrtle Bailey, Mrs. Members of the Southern
always!
States
scorched.
ties have been initiated also.
A.
Satterfie
Virginia Kemp, Mrs. Louise. Mc- Fulton Cooperative Advisory Board
ld, who formerly ownGRATED...for the cheddar
Bud White, son of Mr. and Mrs. A small amount of household the farm., were destroyed in the
Ginness, Mrs. Ruth Moore, Mrs. and the local Southern States Five From County
R. H.,White. delivered the valedi- furnishings belonging to Mrs. T. ern
cheese goodies'everybody lilies
Helen Tipton, Mrs. Lucille Town- Farm Home Advisory Committee, Gradua
ted From Murray tory. The salutatory was given by
send, Mrs. Ann Baker, Mrs. their wives, and husbands will
Frances Hall, Mrs. E. R. Vaughn, meet June 2 at 7 30 p. m. in
A record -breaking 189 Murray Miss Ella Doyle, daughter of Mrs.
Joe Ross, Miss Sue Shift, Mrs. Fulton to make plans for their State College seniors have applied George Doyle.
J. M. Martin, prinbipal of FulRoy Wade, Mrs. Joe Luten, Miss local 1958 Southern States Co- for degrees to be awarded June
Jessie Wade, Mrs. Homer Weath- operative annual membership 2. This tops last year's record of ton High, presented the class and
Frank Beadles of the Board of
erspoon, Mrs. Cloys Veatch. Miss meeting. They will also nominate 170 by 19.
Christine Jones, Miss Wilma Persons to fill vacancies occurFulton County candidates for Education presented the diplomas
Shuff, Mrs. Virginia Kearby, Mrs. ring this year on the Board and degrees: Bachelor of Science in to the graduates.
0 G. Howell, Mrs. Patricia Scott, Advisory Committee Elections will Agriculture, James William WilMiss Marion niackstone played
Mrs. Roy Wilmath, Mrs. Louis take place at the membership son, Hickman; Bachelor of Sci- a piano solo. The invocati
on and
Hornsby, Mrs. Harold Shaw, Mrs. meeting to be held later this year. ence, Tom Lester, Fulton; Robert benediction was by the Rev.
AlMembers of the local Advisory E. Naylor, Hickman; Bachelo
James McMurry, Mrs. Rubin
r of fred A. Maloney.
Pruett, Katie Matson, Mrs. Bryant Board that will retire this year Arts: James G. Carter, Fulton;
Mrs. A. R. Roman played the
Pursell. Mrs. Juanita Hunter, are. George Gunter and William Bachelor of Science, Evesta Y. processional and the recessio
nal.
Smith.
both
of
Fulton,
and W. H. Fleming, Fulton.
Mrs Frances Adams, Miss Mary
Thirty-four received diplomas
Led widge, A. W. Greene, Mrs. Harrison. of Hickman.
at the Commencement.
Retiring this year from the
Lillian Withrow, Miss Carrie
SELLS GUERNSEY BULL
UP TO
Torian, Mrs. A. W. Greene, Miss !arm Home Advisory Committee
Cecil Burnette and Elmer HixSTATHAM ORDAINED
Geraldine Spurel, Miss Laurel are: Mrs. Gene Dowdy of Fulton.
Other members of the local son of Fulton has sold the regisMacklin, Mrs. Annie Hale, P. L.
John M. Statham of Hickman
Nichols, Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers, Advisory Board are: Robert Hol- tered Guernsey bull, Willow- was
ordained to the ministry durMrs. Blanche Moses, Mrs. Anna land. C. N Mansfield. and H. M. Wilde's Noble Superman, according to the American Guernsey ing a special •service Sunday afLynch, Mrs. P. L Nichols, Mrs. Pewitt. all of Fulton.
IN TRADE 4IDN
ternoon, at the West Baptist
Other members of the Farm Cattle Club. The bull was sold
Teola Smith, Katie Adams, Mary
to Church
in
Home
Advisory
Hickman
Harold
Committ
.
The
N.
ee
Rev.
are:
Jerniga
n,
Union
Ann Dodds.
Mrs. Eugene Bard, Mrs. Charles The darn is Willow-Wilde's City. John LaIda of the First Baptist
Frosty
Joe Barnett, director of pupil Moon. Mrs. Hillman Coiner,
all Lady and the sire, Henslee Farms Church in Fulton delivered the
WITH ALL THESE ZENITH
personnel; cafeteria workers— of Fulton. and Mrs.
sermon at the 2:30 o'clock service.
Harry Han- D. Noble.
Cayce — Mrs. Effie Roper, Mrs. cock, of Water Valley.
EXTRA QUALITY FEATURES
Clara Carr; Hickman — Mrs.
* SUNSHINE PICTURE TUBE
Attend CHURCH
Subscribe To The NEWS
* TOP TUNING * TWO SPEAK-

Farm House Is
Destroyed By Fire

Southern States
Group To Meet

NEW

$100.00

1958

Macaroni'n Cheese

1

AVOW
QUALITY TV

Phil Parker
Receives Honor

a boautiful -new teens"
in just one day with

4006<faxer
THE DE LUXE LATEX WALL PAINT
• Easy to &MAY
• One gallon does the
average room
• Guaranteed washable
• Dries in one hour
• Latest colors

See our complete line of
Wallpaper and accessoriesl

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
Church St.
Fulton

Mr. and Mrs Phil Parker and
Mr. and Mrs. William learree of
P'ulton attended a dinner at KenLake Hotel Tuesday evening of
last week given by the Commonwealth Life Insurance Company
for the agents and their wives.
Mr. Parker was recognised be
the president of the company,
Marton Boyd, as being the leading staff manager in the company
for the year of 1967. for which
he will be 'presented a trophy at
the Leaders convention to be held
at Louisville on June 15-18
Mr. and Mrs. Parker and the
Fulton staff, along with their
wives, will attend the convention as guests of the company.
The local office of the company
is located in the City National
Bank building In Fulton.

$33,818 In Bonds
Sold In County
During April the sale of Series
E and if Savings Bonds in Fulton County amounted to $33.818.
This raised the cumulative figure
for the first four months to
$120.900. The county's goal is
$319,850.
In Kentucky sales for April
totalled s5.101.568 raising the cumulative figure to $23e80,407 against
the annual goal of
158,700.000.
Congratulations to Lewis County
which exceeded its goal, and to
Leland Cook, Chairman.

ERS * 18,000 VOLTS OF PICTURE
POWER
CINELENS
*
FACE
.
GLASS * BUILT-IN SWIVEL
BASE * PULL-PUSH ON/OFF

WOOD AND PRUITT TV

CONTROL * SPOTUTE DIAL
* EASY OUT FACE GLASS *
TONE CONTROL

is pleased to announce
their removal to

FULL SIZE
DELUXE CONSOLE

NEW, LARGER QUARTERS AT
300 WALNUT STREET

FEWER
SERVICE
HEADACHES

(In the location formerly occupied by
Gamble's Store).

ZENITH
"SERVICE SAVER"
HORIZONTAL CHASSIS

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
IN OUR NEW LOCATION
Watch for our grand opening soon I

WIMP

NO PRINTED CIRCUITS
AS LOW AS
Tail nvelelerld. mfteal.
Mean sr rime ono as.ft.
ratMagala Octavo ma. la
"Wool Mahogany ot

OW Om seism

WOOD AND PRUITT TV
Authorized RCA-Victor Sales and Service
300 Walnut Street
Telephone 311

00/
aro/

LIMITED

t219.95
With TRADE-IN

Printed Circuitry in a TV chassis ate
was to costly repair bills and may she
cause service delays. Zenith uses handcrafted standard circuitry for greater
operating dependability sod fewer eeryIce Modeches. It costs Zenith more to
eve liseticrstted circullry hut ft costs
Mi Wm to mists. a ben TV.

QUANTITY! ACT NOW! EASY TERMS!

ROPER TELEVISION SERVICE
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TELEPHONE 307
•
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Melvin Stephens Lake Is
Life-Long Dream Come True

Anne Fall To Attend
Christian College

•McCONNEIL NEWS
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •
(Last Week)

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Stephens ment for children.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephens have
ef Water Valley route 1 in Hickman county are holding thier left the management of their
nngers crossed, waiting to see if dairy farm almost entirely to
their dream of a lifetime is about their daughter and her husband,
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Allen. In
to come true
And everything points to the busy times at the lake, though,
the Aliens pitch in and assist, as
fulfillment of their dream.
Saturday, May 17, they opened does the Stephens' young son.
their swimming beach. on the James Russell. who Is 12 years
Melvin Stephens lake which is old
The whole family Is proud of
located just off highway 307 between Fulgham and Fulton. There their accomplishmcnt and point
was a big crowd on hand to join to the lake as an ideal spot for
In the celebration, and even a both fishing and swimming. Aplarger crowd poured in on the parently a lot of Hickman countfollowing Sunday to make certain tans and others, too are sharing
their pride with them, for the
the success of the opening.
The Stephens family has work- lake is proving'a popular spot for
ed hard fpr a number of years to fishers and swimmers.
Anne Fall
Its' beginning to looks as if
make their dream a reality. During the past four years they have the Stephens family will not be
Miss Anne Fall, the daughter of
devoted almost their entire en- going back to Flint, Michigan this
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr., 309
ergy to making the lake and winter, but will remain permanThird St., Fulton, has been acestablishing it as a recreation ently in Hickman county, develcepted as a student at Christian
spot worthy of the patronage of oping and promoting their lake.
College, junior college for women,
*1st Kentuckians and
visitors
for the 1958-59 school year. Miss
from other sections
Fall is now a senior at Fulton
During
the
winter
months
High School, where she is active
Stephens ,has worked as a millin F. H. A., National Honor
wright in Flint, Michigan, savA panel disciesion on 'The Society, Quill and Scroll. Nurses
ing what he could to put into
Club, Cheerleader Squad, and a
his pet project in
Rickman Place of Chemotherapy in the
county. The family has lived with Treatment of Cancer Patients" member of the annual and newshim while he worked and return- highlighted the joint meeting paper staffs.
She will be a member of the
ed with him to assist with the of the Kentucky State Medical

Medical Association
Meets May 28th

e

lake.
Originally a 17-acre lake was
impounded. Fed by a number
of springs, the lake was ideal for
fish, including bream, catfish,
bass, crappie and other same
varieties.
Recently the lake was enlarged to 30 acres. The swimming
beach was added, complete with

school's 108th entering class. The
first college for women chartered
west of the Mississippi, Christian

Association's First Councilor District, the McCracken County Medical Society, and the Southwestern Kentucky Medical Association at the Irvin Cobb Hotel in
Paducah on Wednesday, May 28.
Physicians from nine counties
are attended the, meeting. Counties included was: Ballard, Callo-

was founded .in 1851.

PIGVII. NAMED OFFICER

The Vacation Bible School will
commence at the Baptist Church
on Monday, May 28th. Classes will
start at 1:30 p. m. and will continue for one week All parents
are urged to have their children
enrolled in these classes and to
attend these classes.

Brother E. Lacy Porter of
Weiner, Arkansas, will hold a
series of meeting at the. MeConnen Church of Christ beginning
July 8th. Please bear this in mind
and plan to attend these wonderNI messages. Brother Porter is
Well known in West Tennessee
and is recognized as being • forceful miniater.
Sunday guests in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. R. H Moss, Jr. on
Sunday, May 18th were: Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Walker and son of
Martin. Mr. and Mrs. James Sallee and son, alsq, of Martin. They
attended the birthday dinner for
little Nina Rose Moss who was
celebrating her 8th birthday.
The Friendship Club recently
met in the home of Mrs. Luther
Bell on the Martin Fulton Highway.
Miss Doris Ann Harris is spending this week in Texas.
Mrs. J. M. Parrish Is visiting
her son, Mr. Thad Parrish and
family..
Mr. and Mrs. Kemp Kennedy
of Martin visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charley Gill Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Matheny
and children plan to move to St.
Louis to make their home in the
near future. We are sorry to lose
this fine family, but wish them
much success in their new location.
Mr. Lynn Matthews. formerly
of McConnell, is hospitalized at
the Iiillview Hospital, Fulton. We
wish for him a speedy recovery.
Little Miss Luan Boggess is hospitalized at the Obion County
Hospital, Union City. We also wish
for her a rapid and speedy recovery.
Mrs R. H. Moss. Jr. was injured Saturday afternoon while heeding a gate open for a tractor to
pass through. She became caught

Rev. Woodside
To Be Counselor

The Rev. Oakley Woodside,
pastor of the Cumberland PresThe Fulton Concert Band of
byterian Church here, has again 1912 was
a popular aggregation of
been appointed Counselor at Boys
its time in and around the KenState, which will be held on
Tenn area, the News discovered
June 8-13 at Eastern State Col- after running
a picture of the
lege.
group a few years ago.
Rev. Woodside, who will accomA number of callers and several
pany the local boys to camp, letters and cards
have helped us
served as counselor at Fort Knox identify most
of the band memin 1956.
bers, and the picture was reprintFulton will be well represented ed in last week's
issue with as
at Boys State, with Lt. Col. Paul, much identification
as we can
Durbin of Fort Campbell also obtain.
selected as a counselor and Fred
We were greatly aided in identHomra, member of the State ification by Mrs.
S. N. DeMyer
Board of Directors and first dis- of Fulton,
whose late husband
trict recruitment program, attend- was a young
cornetist with the
ing,
band. Mrs. D. C. Thacker of FulThe four boys who will &Vend ton added that the
band used to
from the two local high schools rehearse at an
old band hall loare: Phillip Jeffress and Richard cated at
the State Line crossCardwell of Fulton and Don King roads,
about 1% miles this side
and Phil Taylor of South Fulton.
of Jordan, and made this hall its
unofficial headquarters.

Tax Assessment
Is Set For 1958

Murchison.
The assessment is an increase
of $407,685 over the 1957 Fulton

County tax assessment figure. The
1957 total tax assessment was
$13.745,045. These figures include
real estate and personal property.
amivare

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Melds •

--PHONE 9163

Sub-District
MYF Has Meet

110GREAT RESORTS
ft.-Ate/y:9y,
1. KENTUCKY LAKE STATE PARK
Hardin, Ky.
2 KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE STATE PARK
Gilbertsville, Ky.
3. PENNYRILE FOREST STATE PARK
Dawson Springs, Ky.
4. AUDUBON STATE PARK
Henderson, Ky.
5. LAKE CUMBERLAND STATE PARK
Jamestown, Ky.
6 GENERAL BUTLER STATE PARK
Carrollton, Ky.
7 CUMBERLAND FALLS STATE PARK
Corbin, Ky.
8 NATURAL BRIDGE STATE PARK
Slade, Ky.
9 PINE MOUNTAIN STATE PARK
Pineville, Ky.
10 CARTER CAVES STATE PARK
Olive Hill, Ky.

contribution to Mrs. Lavern WinThe Sub-District MY? met *or, Dukedom, Route Two. Who
Monday, May 26, at First Meth- serves as secretary-treasure of
odist Church in Fulton. This was corn:nate in charge. Both of
the installation of officers for which are most appreciative.
the coming year.
K s ETAOIN SHRDL FWFMCM
Mies Carol McNeilly of Fulton
Over at the B. W. Westbrook
was installed as president. The farm many strawberry pickers
other young people in the area have been employed during the
Installed as officers are: past week or ten days. The qual-

Man to friend: "The only thing
she knows about cooking is how
to brizi agelo a boil."

Smitnot to librarian: "Do you
have anything on the parent from
30 to 35?"
Matron to friend in art museum:
"My legs always give out in the
middle of the eighteenth century."
One young thing to another
"We're having a tittle disagreement—I want a big church wedd-

ing and he wants to break off
the engagement"
Every time a little boy went to
a playmate's house, he found the

friend's grandmother deeply engrossed in her Bible. Finally his
curiosity got the better of him.
"Why do you suppose your
grandmother reads the Bible so
much?" he asked.
"I'm not sure, .aid his friend,
began moving away "but I think it's because she's
from Fulton. The band was a cramming for her finals."
popular group at most of the
county fairs in the area, and playFather to son asking for money:
ed many engagements in Fulton, "Junior, have you ever thought of
Mayfield, Dresden and other being a professional fund raiser?"
towns in the area. In addition, it
Two FULTON HIGH teachers
provided weekly band colleens on ran into each other at the door
the streets of Fulton.
of their psychiatrist's office.
Carl Wade, another band mem- "Hello, there," said one. "Are you
ber, also dropped by the office coming or going?"
to identify himself, and added
"If I knew THAT," said the
that there were four band mem- other, "I wouldn't be here."
bers that were not in the picture,
but the only one of the four that
Asked how it felt to attend the
he could remember was Virgil dedication of his own statue, the
DeMyer.
honored man said, "Well, someMrs. Roy Cruce wrote in to add how, you begin to feel differently
that L. S. DeMyer has a brother about pigeons."
who could identify everyone; he
is T. T. DeMyer, 1247 4th Avenue,
CUBS PLAN CAMP
Akron, 6, Ohio. She added that
Final plans were Made ThursMr. Paul Ethridge formerly lived
in Martin, Tenn... and that Lon day night for the annual Cub
Green of Fulton Route 2 and Scout camp at Camp Lakeshore
Wes Ethridge were boys with this on May 13, 24 and 25th. Approximately 70 ccbs and 30 parents
group. Mrs. Cruce's uncle, the
late Otha Hammond, played will attend.
"some" with the band.

For great baked potatoes

Local Girls Are
Initiated Recently

Cheez Whiz'ern!

Thursday nigh? May 15. at the
new FlectrIc and Water Company of Murray, the following
were initiated into the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of the Supreme
Forest W000dnien Circle: Patsy
Dedmon. Ruth Pruiett. Peery Wilhaucke, Joy Vincent, and Martha
Weeks of Fulton Those to be
Initiated but for various reasons
could not attend were: Beverly
Lacewell. Kay Johnson. and Guynell Payne all of Fulton. Janice
Vincent, Ruth Darnell, and Lutrecia Bennett of Fulton were
reigning queens of the ritualistic
ceremony
The sorority director. Mrs Bea
Melugin, served refreshments in
the modern and very beautiful
demonstration kitchen After several games, the girls returned
home

Spoon 'it!
lib let INK
......

then who
F._ or
liftliftemos••••""

Spread it!

K ritArrir.s amazing
pasteurized process cheese

spread for dozoos of
foe cheese treats

Fringed playmate
in the wonderful

GN I 4
Thum&

'"'"'•"..........11..........„

SPECIAL!

Heat it!
tor clan sion
ter oaks

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

Tommy
Fields,
Kay
Johnson, ity has been fine, and yield Is
Susan Stokes of P'ulton, Linda better than at first aniticipated.
and
Cindy
Weatherspoon
of
Mr and Mrs. Earl Mitchel and
Water Valley.
daughter Judy, of Paducah, Ky.
spent Sunday here with parents
Subscribe To The Nirws
Mr. and Mrs. Ed P'riekis.

WATER SKIING

FISHING

FROM THE KENNEL.—

R. A. "Bob" DeMyer, now 88,
dropped by the office, identified
himself, and added that he also
has one of the old pictures of
Fulton Ccunty's total tax asthe group. The 26-piece band, he
sessment for 1958 has been set at
stated, stayed together about four
$14,152,730, according to Fulton
years and broke up only after
County Tax Commissioner Elmer
its members

Mrs. Charlie Vincent is reported on sick list, and remains inJ. D. Pigue of Fulton has been
disposed suffering from a stomelected corresponding secretary of
ach disorder.
way, Carlisle, Graves, Fulton, the Beta Tau Beta, campus social
Miss Janice Hawks fell victim
bathhouses. concession stands. pic- Hickman, Livingston, Marshall fraternity at Murray State Colto mumps several days ago. and
nic tables, and playground equip- and McCracken.
lege.
has been confined to her room.
A soon recovery Ls hoped for her
by her many friends.
Mr. Johnnie Abernathy of Los
Angles, Calif. is here on vacation visiting his mother, Mrs. Bird
Abernathy
a
patient in
the
Luckett Rest Home. Gleason, and
MUFFLERS AND TAILPIPES — WHEEL BALANCING
his sister Mrs. Paris Rickman.
SHOCK ABSORBERS
between the tractor disc and gate other relatives round about this
vicinity. He is enjoying every
Poet.
We have all brands of oil for people who specify certain kind of
Mr. Joe Carroll Moss was dis- minute and will be here for about
missed from the Hillview Hospital. ten deist
oil. We also lubricate any make of car from 1938 to 1958. Chassis
Mr. John Hickman was a visFulton, last Monday.
lubrication, oil change, service air-filter, rotate tires, change oil
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Wilson of itor in this section last week on
filter, drain and refill differential, adjust brakes, repack front
Martin visited Mrs. L. T. Cald- vacation. Mr. Hickman has re1
well and family Sunday after- sided in Florida for the past few
wheels, spark plugs, automatic transmission, reline brakes.
Years and is his first visit back
noon.
Mrs. Mary Conk, Mrs- Thad to childhood home in some time.
The condition of Mr. Abner).
Parrish and sons. David and
-Larry, Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and Hawke isn't quite so nice at this
Miss Anna- Lou Caldwell attend- writing. Oxegen has been adWE BUY JUNK BATTERIES
ed the funeral of aims. Claude ministered to him at the home of
Jones of Princeton. Kentucky. his son, Glaston Hawks, where he
,
and Mrs. Hawke are at the prelast Monday.
Our community wishes to com- sent time. Mr. Hawks has been
mend Mrs. Jo Westpheling at In declining health for some time,
Fulton on her untiring efforts which a portion is of time spent
and success in causing the suf- in Paris hospital.
Rev. Arthur Wilkerson filled
ficient funds to be reached in
order to keep the Henry I. Seigel his regular appointment at New
Company factory in Fulton. We Salem Baptist church Sunday at
are all grateful to Mrs. Westphe- 11 a. in. and the evening service
ling and are certainly happy that held at usual hour.
Mr. Grant Bynum, caretaker.
she is in our midst and is such
of scree cemetery began his duties
a forceful organizer.
several weeks ago which of course
adds much to the appearance of
the plot. Funds will be needed
to finance the 'upkeep, so all who
may be interested may send your

FIELDS SERVICE STATION

Old Picture Uncovers Names, History
Of DeMyer's Concert Band of 1912
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WILLIAMS has a way with playtime shoes . .
like this low-cut, soft-soled sandal with deep-cut
fringe jaunty over your toes. In versatile white
leather or new ivory leather that pays nice
compliments to everything.

For free literature,,
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
Church Street

p

Fulton

National Stores Corp.
Fulton, Ky.
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On Leaving "It" Out Of The Paper
In this week's mail carne an interesting letter from J. Springer
Robinson of the Herten Daily
Enterprise. The letter read.
"Dear Fellow Publisher:
"Running a newspaper has its
moments of pleasure and its
moments LI exasperation.
"Leave it out, please" is one of
those moments of *exasperation
that happens to us all. This is
a trying time that calls upon all
the attributes of a publisher—diplomacy, firmness, integrity and
seeming endless explanation.
"Our colleague John L. Crawford faced this problem and his
reulting answer seemed to me
worthy of passing en to you.
"It may help you. I thought so
much of It that I had it framed
and plan to ask the "Leave it
out" callers to read it before any
further conversation begins."
Mr. Crawford'a concluding
paragraph to his article reads:
"You remember, too, that the
best job of reporting that the
world has ever known is to be
found in the Bible. It gives facts
and calls names. It has no "sacred
cows" within its pages. Its great

ing for money:
ever thought of
1 fund raiser?"
HIGH teachers
er at the door
iatrist's office.
one. "Are you
T," said the
be here."
It to attend the
n statue, the
, "Well, somefeel differently

CAMP
Made Thurse annual Cub
mp Lakeshore
25th. Approxinarents

potatoes

Vern!

characters are praised for their
good deeds and condemned for
their sins. It is a perfect example
of factual reporting. Any individual desiring to be a newspaperman could study with profit this
angle of the Holy Writ . . . So
we come back to the problem of
deciding what to publish, and
what not to publish, in a newspaper. Our creed at the TimesTribune is a simple one: If it is
a court record, the people are
entitled to know it. We do not
publish rumors, gossip, petty
items. We do not "blow up" crime
stories out of proportion to their
importance. We do not strive for
sei sationalism. We do not crusade. We merely pubhsh the news
as accurately and fairly as we
can, human frailties and errors
considered; and leave the judging
to the courts."

kitchens

... a combioation
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CAYCE NEWS
Clarioe Bondurant •
Mrs. Jim Anunons is visiting
Mr. and Mrs Ray Ammons and
son Scott In Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Cruce and
John Eimer attended the graduation exercises of their granddaughter and niece Donna Cruce
In Milan, Tenn. Thursday night.
She was the Valedictorian of her
class.
Mrs. Vella Hammonds of Louisville, Ky. is visiting relatives and
friends here.
Mesdames: Roy Cruce, Dias*
Bondurant, Mae Wal land Miss
Clarice Bondurant attended the
Cayce home makers at Mrs. Bessie
Campbell Thursday.
Mrs. Ethel Oliver is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Cheater Wade and
sons and Mrs. Edna Alexander.
Mrs. Kittle White spent Wednesday afternoon with her sister
Mrs. Clara Carr and Mrs. Inez
?Aeneas.
Allis B. Cloys left Friday for
his home in Perry, Fla. after a
weeks visit with his mother Mrs.
Ruth Cloys and his daughter Mrs.
Ray Jackson and Mr Jackson
arid grandson in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bondurant are spending the weekend
in Memphis, Tenn. with Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Oliver. They also
visited Mr. Tom Arrington in the
Baptist hospital and Rev. and
Mrs. Cecil Baker and Mrs. W. A.
Baker. We aie glad Mr. Tom was
able to come home to his sister
Mrs. Stallins in Fulton Saturday.
Mrs. J. B. Inman of Ridgley.
Tenn. spent the weekend with
Mrs. Miele Bondurant and Clarice.
A large crowd of relatives and
friends attended the 8th grade
graduation exercises at the Cayce
school Wednesday evening Rev.
Paul Jones pastor of the Cayce
Baptist Church delivered the Address to 14 graduates.
Mrs. Billie Liliker surprised her
husband Billie with a btrttuiay
dinner Saturday night at their
home near Cayce. There were
about 40 relatives and friends who
attended and enjoyed -the evening.

IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Homra
of Ridgely, Tenn., are the proud
parents of a son, Charles Mark,
born Saturday, May 17, 1958. Mrs.
Homra is the former Shirley
1-lomra of Fulton and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Homra.

We would be glad to see a
shower of rain, gardens especially
need some moisture.
Tommie Moore attended the
singing at Lynnville, Sunday P.
in. and reported a good singing.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy zmerson visited their son and family of Newberh dyer the week end.
Bro. and Mrs. T. Y. Smithmier of Maylleki were guests in
the 0. P. Taylor home Tuesday
p
Mrs Laura Matthews has had
as guests her sister from Detroit
she left for home Monday May
28th.
Mr. and Mrs. George Golden of
Fulghum visited his daughter Mrs.
Jeanette Hicks slid family Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland
were visitors in the W. L. Rowland home Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Shreve and
children returned to their home.
in Detroit, recently after a visit with relatives here.
Hebert Bailey and Peggy Travis
were quietly married Sunday a
m. at the Baptist Church In Pilot
Oak, Congratulation

Improvement Of
Local Highways
Included In Plan
$750,000,000 Road
Plan For Ky. Is
Approved Tuesday
The board policy of a $75,000,930 road program was approved
in Frankfort Tuesday, May 20,
by the Governor's citizens advisory committee on highways.

Equipment For
Pool Purchased
The Board of Directors of the
Willow Plunge Swimming Pool
Corporation met Thursday night
at the Chamber of Commerce
office with two representatives of
a swimming pool company.
At the meeting the directors
contracted to buy from the National Pool Equipment Company
the speciality items for the pool
to be built here.
The items purchased were filter, chlorinator, ladders, diving
board equipment, under-water
lighting equipment, a sweeper
(swimming pool cleaner), and
testing device.
Joe Trees, president of the
corporation, presided over the
meeting.

IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hutcherson,
Clinton, are the proud parents of
a six pound, 12 ounce, son, born
at 3:48 a. in., May 18, 1958, at the
Jones Hospital.

• ROCK SPRINGS

Coffee And Sugar
Stolen From Store

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan kin

It's a Refrigerator!
It's a Freezer!

suds
amazing
ass cheese
VMS of
treats

. . . all in one spacesaving unit
fingertips
Convenience .. • Economy at your

Whether your kitchen is small or large,
you'll enjoy the modern convenience and economy
of a refrigerator-freezer. Takes no more space than
a regular refrigerator. The roomy self-defrosting
refrigerator compartment preserves foods for
daily use. The freezer section holds over a weeks
supply of food. You can enjoy all the benefits of a
refrigerator-freezer for leas than a nickeT a day.
11-seallae

.ader

Choose a combination Refrigerator-Freezer
Or 0

HOME FREEZER
. . . the modern, economical
a

way to preserve and store
foods.

IOW

4111M1•111

• You can buy, fix, and
freeze foods in large quanUties
when prices are low . . . cut
your cooking and shopping
time in haV . . . keep foods at
their flavor-best for months
and months with a modern
home freezer, Freezer living
is easier living.

kb streart to go Rotor with a

STABLITE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

THUR-1FRI., MAY 29-30
FIRST RUN IN
UNION CITY AREA
(Starts at 9:20)
MONKEY ON MY BACK
With Cameron Mitchell
also
(Starts at 7:40)
ROBBER'S ROOST
With Geo. Montgomery
SATURDAY, MAY 31
(Starts at 9:20)
3:10 TO YUMA
With ceienn Ford
also
(Starts et 7:40 and 10:45)
WoRLITWITROUT END
Wfth"Hugh MaBow

IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Verble Puckett,
Fulton, Route 4, are the proud
parents of a six pound, 12 ounce
boy born at 7:20 a. m., May IS,
1958 at the Fulton hospital.

Live Better . . . Electrically
UVI srnsa>.4

Craitt

with

FULL HOUSEPOWER

be sure yeu hov• a largo wavy* tarries and plenty of
and sada:laws far peak oppaorsoe peritoneum
Coll•ws or your elowielekin *tom ettU. HOUSIPOWN.

'KANs

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

I

58 FORD

IT'S A GIRL
Mr and Mrs. Billy Patterson,
Route 4. Dresden, are the proud
parents of a seven pound. 10
ounce daughter, Stacy Lea, born
at 4 p. m.. May 19, 1958 at the
Jones hospital.
ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Shapiro
of et. Louis are the proud parents
of a six pound. 12 ounce daughter.
Diane Frances, born Saturday.
May 17 at 5:30 p. in. in St. Louis.
Mrs. Shapiro is ..the former Mildred Kasnow. daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Joe Kasnow of Fulton.

SUN-MON., JUNE 1-2
(Starts at 9:20)
PAL JOEY
Rita Hayworth — Frank Sinatra
IT'S A GIRL
also
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lucy,
(Starts at 740)
Route I. Wingo, are the proud
BROTHERS RIED
parents of a six pound, 9 ounce
With Richard Conte
daughter. Jacqueline Marie, born
TUES-WED., JUNE 3-4
at 4:35 a to., May 22, 1958 at the
FIRST RUN IN
Jones hospital.
CITY AREA
(Starts at 9:20)
ITS A GIRL
THE SPANISH AFFAIR
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Steele, FulWith Richard Riley
ton, are the proud parents of an
also
eight pound. two ounce daugh(Starts at 7:40)
ter, Deborah Ann, born at 11 a.
OMAR KHAYAM
m., May 22. 1958 at the Jones
With Cornel Wilde
hospital.

...and it's smart to SAVE at

,

urnoiv

See your electric appliance dealer

Orp.

Mrs. 0. F. Tarter•

The plan is the nucleus of a
five-year program of construction
in federal-aid projects of the primary, secondary, urban, and interstate systems. It does not include
any part of the rural-roads program.
Details of the plan, such as
priority of construction and alloLIONS TOUR PLANT
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
IT'S A GIRL
cation of projects to various secAfter their regular lunchetin
Mx. and Mrs Joe Mansfield,
tions of the state, will be adminFriday at noon at the Rose Room,
Fulton, Route 5, are the proud
istered by the Highway Departmembers of the Fulton Lions
parents of a daughter, Terri
ment.
Club were conducted on a tour
Gayle, bprn at 9:30 p. m., May 18,
The five-year program is estithrough Swift's new cheese facMAKE
1958 at the Jones HospitaL The
mated to cost $492.700,000 by June
tory.
baby weighed 7 pounds, 13
-.AMMO11: 30, 1963.
OUR STORE.:
ounces.
Projects in the plan not comYOUR
Mrs. Nettie LOU Copelen • pleted by that date are estimated
IT'S A BOY
HEADQUARTERS
to cost an additional $224,800,000.
Mr. and Mrs. Verble Puckett,
Mrs. Colen Brown is spending But of the last estimate, $222,000,FOR
Fulton, Route 4, are the proud
a few days with relatives in De- 000 is applicable to interstate proparents of a six pound, 12 ounce
jects.
troit.
boy born ,,at 7:20 a. m., May 18,
Kentucky has been assigned
Mr, and Mrs. Cloyce Conner
1958 at the Fulton Hospital.
i4c.)
‘
. ,
0
sibAsa\S
and family are visiting relatives four of the Interstate, or defense,
here.
highways. They will be built with
ITS A BOY
Mrs. Carl Bell visited Wednes- $9 of 'federal money to each $1 of
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Gambill day near Tiptonville, Tenn.
State money.
are the proud parents of a son,
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Maxwell
Listed in the breakdown of estiMichael Keith, born at the Obion and children. are visiting Mr. and
mated costs to June 30, 1963, inCounty General Hospital Union I Mrs. I. B. Sanders.
dude: U. S. 51, Fulton and HickCity. The baby weighed 8 pounds, Luther Veatch spent Sunday
Stop in anytime...
man counties, from Carlisle Coun9 ounces.
meet your friends here
with Marshal and Johnnie Moore. ty line to Tennessee line, 19
miles,
—you're welcome at
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green, James $400,000; and U. S. 51,
Ballard,
all times. Ask to see
ITS A ROY
William and Mrs. Wilbur visitde Carlisle, Hickman
and Fulton
/Ind try the West modMr. and Mrs. Billy Hastings are Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green Sat- counties, from Illinois
line to TenC.ONN instruzient
el
the proud parents of a son born urday.
nessee line.
of your choice. No obat 4:40 p. in., May 17 at the MayMrs Ella Veatch and Mrs. Pat
ligation. Ask about
field hospital. He has been named Snow spent Sunday with Mrs.
our easy purchase plan
Water
Valley
Billy Michael.
Julia Byrd.
with RENTAL privilege.
His father is serving with the
Kr. and Mrs. Ehnoore Qopelen Graduation Wednesday
U. S. Navy. Mrs. Hastings is the and family spent Sunday with
The Water Valley eighth grade
former
Nina
Kathryn
Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Bill? Green.
graduation exercise was held last
daughter of Mrs. Bessie Yates of
Wednesday night of this week at
Crutchfield. Mr. Hastings' parents
OPENS NEWSSTAND
8 o'clock.
are Mr. and Mrs. C D Hastings,
John Frankum has opened a
M. B. Proctor, minister of the
Crutchfield.
newsstand next to his Texaco Methodist
Church, delivered the
Service Station on East State address.
UNION CITY, TENN.
ITS A GIRL
Line.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mansfield,
Fulton, Route 5, are the proud
ITS A GIRL
parents of a daughter, Terri
Mr. and Mrs Russell Patton
Gayle, born at 9:50 p. in., May le,
The A. C. Butts Grocery on East 1958 at the Jones hospital. The of Fulton are the proud parents
Long Term — Low Interest
State Line was broken into Mon- baby weighed 7 pounds, 13 ounces. of a seven pound, 14 ounce daughter born at 3.25 a. in... May 23,
No appraisal fee
day night, May 19, and some cof1958 at the Hillview Hospital.
fee and sugar were stolen.
*You pay only for the time that you use
ITS A BOY
The thieves tried to break the
Mr. and Mrs Earl Hutcherson. ITS A GIRL
the money.
lock on the safe, but failed.
Clinton are the proud parents of
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Craven.
Entrance was gained by break- a six pound, 12 ounce son, born
ing the lock on the side door next at 3:48 a. m, May 18, 1958, at Fulton, are the proud parents of
a six pound, two ounce daughter.
to the railroad tracks.
the Jones hospital.
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Brenda Louise, born at 12 o'clock
Tel
453,
Union City, Tennessee
Jones
noon.
at
25,
the
1958.
May
GAMBILLS MOVE AWAY
ITS A BOY
hospital.
Mr.
famiGambill
and
his
Mrs.
and
Moulton
Charles Homra
ly moved Monday, May 19, from of Ridgely. Tenn., are the proud
South Fulton to Greenville, Tenn, parents of a son. Charles Mark.
where he has been employed for born Saturday, May 17. 1958. Mrs.
the past several months in a gro- Hann is the formerly Shirley
Hwy*, of Fulton and is the
cery store.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Homra.

For small or large

poon it!
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FOR A BETTER DEAL
t
On A Better Appliance
SEE
AT
Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
319-31 Walnut St.

Fulton

Phone 201

On...
BURS YOU'LL
YOU CAN IA
FORD
511
dollar-voluo in a new
present car
•Bost
your
on
-dollar allowance
Top
budget
•
payments to suit your
courteous
•Easy
and
good service
of
wont to
kind
•The
mak, you
for
treatment that will
ready
you're
come back when
another new car

•In the 58 Ford you get beauty
and performance that were proved
and approved around the world.
In the new Inner Ford you get
advances that bring you greater
riding comfort, handling ease,
and safety. And you get all of
Ford's worth-more value at a
down-to-earth price : : with an
extra
trade on your old
car. L
el ero'liul
ig: . go finer with
Ford ::: and save!

Caw IN hay...Shop...Swop ...Savo IA

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton

Phone 42

If You're Interested in an A-1 Used Car — Be Sure to See Your Ford Dealer

)0
WASH-'N-WEAR Dacron and cotton slacks at $5.95. Men's Gingham bath robes at only $4.95;
numerous items suitable for
ALL—KINDS OF KEYS naisie
gifts. The Edwards Store, Maywhile you wait. Forrester's
field, Kentucky.
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
Variety of Patterns'
WELLS DRILLED for induatt7
ATTENTION: All Club and
Variety of Fabrics
and homes Modern equipment,
church organizations desiring
experienced workmen. Write
to raise money: write the
or cal: Watson Co., Phone 261,
Brockwell Irvine Collaboration
Fulton, Ky.
Service; Fulton, Kentucky, genWash 'N Wear Slacks
FOR THE Eik.ST Deal ern Office
eral delivery.
$8.95 to $9.95
Furniture buy Shew-Walker.
MOTORCYCLES: new and used.
See James 0. Butte at The
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry
Caldwell
Harvey
Co.,
RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, 216 Main
Phone 235
Phone 674. We trade for your
ORNAMENTAL IRON
old equipment
Yard Markers and Name Plate.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditionPorch Railing, Wrought Iron or
and automatic models, $139.95
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
Casting.
and up. Sales and service.
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Porch Columns, Wrought Iron or
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Casting.
HOME furnishings: extra-nice
Step Railing, Wrought Iron or TV ANTENNAS: We install—
Chifferobe $17.50; good gas
trade—repair and move. Get
Casting.
ranges $34.95 at Wade's Used
our prices. We service all makes
Lawn Furniture.
Furniture Store. Trade with
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
FREE ESTIMATES
Wade and Save. 112 Main
Street, phone 478.

CLASSIFIED ADS
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WASH 'N WEAR
Summer Suits
$29.95

B. J. PRITCHARD,

400 East Main Street
Call 1672
Fulton, Ky.

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
—Ltuurance—
List your
Farm and town Property
with the

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford
WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLP001
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS

Wade TV Service
Motorola—Capitol—RCA
Telephone booths such as this new "Boothette" may
HiFi, tape recorders
be on the streets of Fulton before long.
record players
Developed by Southern Bell, the booth permits placComplete selection
ing public telephones in spaces formerly considered too
of RECORDS
small for regular obtdoor booths. W. D. Wilder of PaPops—classical—gospel ducah is shown using the "Boothette" recently installed
in that city.
Join our Record Club
Buy 10—get one free
Home Economic Department.
Miss
Mabel
We sell ALL brands TV, South Fulton
Yates. district
inervisor for Home Economics
radios, Hi-Fi and recorders Group To Be Hosts
19ducation from Jackson.
The
South
Fulton
Future
Homemakers of America state
degree workers will serve as hoetees to the Sub-district state degree work shop Thursday, June 5.
at 9 a. in. In the South Fulton

CHEVROLET owners use genuine
Chevrolet parts for best perforH
&
M
mance service satisfaction.
See them when you want
Available in Fulton only at
to BlTY OR SELL.
TELEVISION
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
"Your Authorized Chevrolet
202 Lake St
Fulton
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street, I AM NOW representing the
:03 Main St.
Phone 5
phone 38.
Greenfield Monument Works
THE BEST deals are "Taylor
and will appreciate the opporMade." See Ellis Heathcott or
tunity to show you our beautiDan Taylor at Taylor Chevrolet.
WE RENT - - - ful line of memorials. Tom
Phone 38.
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.

For The

WANTED

BEST

Experienced Male

Bookkeper and
Salesman

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy It at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Church Street

Fulton

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

Write to Box
487
Fulton, Ky.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.
BARGAINS: reworked living
room suites, look like new
$6495 at $120.00: dining table
and chairs $12.50 to $29.95 at
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save. 112
Main Street, phone 478.

SPECIAL LOT
CLOSEOUT
WALL PAPER
29c ROLL

Hospital beds
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maBaby beds
chine and electric floor polishRoll-away beds
er and electric vacuum cleanVacuum Cleaners
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.
- Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO. ,
SPRINGTIME IS
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.
Lawn Mower Time !

REPAIR SERVICE
RADIO AND TV
Any make—any model

WOOD & PRUITT TV
Main St.

Phone 211

Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

SEE US
Before You An-chase
Your Seed and
Fertilizer Needs
•

Top-Quality Field Seeds
Union City
°hone 1656
and Fertilizer
(Values to 60c roll)
(Complete stock)
•••
SOUTHERN STATES
Good selection of records
Fulton Co-Operative
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders---qnecial order. Exchange Furniture Co.
Church Street
Fulton 201 Central Ave. Phone 399

SPECIAL: 9x12 rugs $4.88; round
table $14.95; good plastic divan
NOTICE
$27.50 at Wade's Used Furniture
I. M. E. Garrison, Sheriff of
Store. Trade with Wade and
Save. 112 Main Street. phone Fulton County, Kentucky, or one
of my Deputies, will on Monday,
478.
June 9, 1958, beginning at the
hour of 10:00 o'clock A. M. CenSAVE MONEY
tral Standard Time, at the North
Door of the Courthouse in the
Buy Auto Insurance on
City of Hickman, County of FulOur 3-PAY PLAN
ton, State of Kentucky, sell the
40% DOWN. 30% In 3 MOS. following described personal pro30% in 6 MONTHS
perty of Alice Dunn and James
No interest. No carrying
Dunn: To the highest and best
Charges.
bidder:
Your policy is typed and
1-1952 Ford car
ready for you in a few minStyle Body-2 Door Club
utes, and coverage is effecCoupe
tive immediately.
Model No. 60 B.
CALL 62 — Ni
Motor Number 126370.
Wick Smith Agency
Fulton County License No.
1958-351-537.

555 FULTON, KY.
129 MAYFIELD KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.
ill
'11.1.111111.4.4.1M1.0.

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,

next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co

Phone 345

Edwin Hamlett. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Hamlett of Jackson,
Tenn., formerly residents of Fulton, received his license to preach
from Calvary Baptist Church in
Jackson last week.
Young Hamlett is a freshman
at Union University and plans to
be a missionary. He is a nephew
of Mrs. Leland Jewell of Fulton.

T

ROTARIANS TOUR PLANT
Following their regular luncheon Tuesday at the Rose Room.
the Fulton Rotary Club members
were conducted on a tour of
Swift's new cheese factory here.

SERVICE
CALL"HAM"

455
22 Years Experience
In the Radio-TV Field
FULTON

VINEGAR HELPS
Tf you want to remove decals
from walls or furniture, simply
paint the decals with several coats
of vinegar, give the vinegar time
to oda In, and then the decals
will wash right off.

1

is your
best mattress buy.
gad

(houtyr•st). Coils
individually pocketed.
Act separately. No sag.

IT LASTS LONGER
Pounded by Torture Tester at
United States Testing Co.,
li•autyrest lasted twice as
long as next best mattress.

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting ('a Ma

$6.96 snit
*The Mon Who Knows
Wears NG SMITH Clothed'

Scott's Floral Shoppe

Noffel's Dept. Store

Phone 20 .1

Lake Street

Fulton

F
Fulton, Ky. 1

s

.1111
1111.51
••=12111W

"ft

IT IS CERTIFIED POSTURE-RIGHT

/Plig

eis4144
STANDARD
or
EXTRA-FIRM

You have a choke of two Beautyrest models: the Standard
(Normal-Firm) model and the Extra-Firm model. Either way
you get the best because either way it's Ileautyrest. Come
is and we, and feel, both and take your choice.

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
-4 Floors of Fine Furniture"
Walnut St.

Fulton

Fulton a
probably
reaching pi
as a result
munity spit
we ever ki
to us colle<
ly in bring
working sic
I am sun(
brought a
tional publ
you will wi
that are "cc
relations fo

in our office. For appointment
Call 84
look Right on the job — with dress
collars and tapered waists. Each size
available in three sleeve lengths and
three body lengths. Pants come in
all lengths, 29-50 waists, zipper fly.
Sanforized—Color-fast

Regi
of'
Swil

tual intents

PRESCRIPTION HEARING
AID GLASSES

Dr. R. V. Putnam
Dr. Shelton Owens

A reed
in Logan
Russellvill
The reel
asked by
one of fou
tion defe
Murray d
of the Stet
Congres
field, who
ed by a na
later asks
Logan, M
Counties a
request.
Stubblef
three coun
Gregory i

IT CAN'T SAG
A (ordinary mattress).
Springs wired together.
Press one, others sag.

A (ordinary mattress). Wired together springs sag together.
Result: "homrnocky" position, curved spine, improper rest.
(Becnityrsist). Each of 837 coils adjusts to weight above.
Result: perfect support, straight spine, healthful sleep.

Announcing the Additional
Service of proyiding

Politil
change
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First
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month i
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Fultonians Attend
Union City Games

The Union City Duplicate club's
annual Charity games, held Saturday afternoon at the Union
Free pickup and delivery City and Obion County Country
Club and Saturday night at the
in city.
Davy Crockett hotel dining room,
— — — —
netted $134. The money will beneCASHION'S
fit the ACBL fund for medical
research
Specialized Service
The games attracted couples
from Blytheville, Ark., CarutherePhones 559 and 459
ville, Mo., Memphis, Padiicah,
111 East State Line
Dyersburg, Dresden, Clinton, MarAcross From Browder Mill office tin,
Newbern, Obion and Fulton,
as well as a large group from
Union City

Fro]
Log

A regists
gallons of
away at 5
6, at the
house at
new chees
there will 1
samples of
for everyoi

Hamlett Receives
License To Preach

Announcement

owner and operator.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street

Expert engine tune-up and
mower sharpening.

Tenn
will supervise the workshop.
The girls In South Fulton working for State Degrees are: Alma
Jean Green, Lena Lou Moss
Jerilyn Colley. Sandra Dawson,
Linda Mussel, Sondra Stephens
and Kay Johnson

C(atm Tolfrthui0

Bring your repair jobs to
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

Clyde Dawea, a service station Community on the Fulton-Clinton
attendant at Piper's Drive-In, thghway. He was a ruktive of
one-and-one-half miles south cd Halls, Tenn.
Clinton, was fatally injured TuesServices for Mr. Dawes were
day morning at 5:45 in a colli- held Wednesday afternoon at 2:30
sion between two trailer trucks. at Halls Baptist Church. The Rev.
Dawes, who was reparking one Jesse Newton, pastor, officiated.
of the trucks, was thrown from Burial was.n Halls Cemetery,
the cab and was dead upon ar- with Karnei's Ripley Funeral
rival at the Clinton-Hickman Home in charge.
County Hospital. Driver of the
Mr. Dawes, who was 42, was
other vehicle, Charles J. Trammell born at Harrisburg, Ark., and
of Sandersville. Ga., was injured moved to Lauderdale County in
and is a patient at the Clinton Tennessee at the age of 2. He had
hospital. He is suffering from a lived at Clinton about a year.
back and leg injuries, but is beHe leaves his mother, Mrs.
lieved not seriously hurt.
Cora Dawes of Halls; his wife,
- Both trucks caught fire and Mrs. Louise Dawes, of Chicago;
were badly damaged. Also, one of three daughters, Mrs. Bob Butran,
the trucks was loaded with tires Miss 'Francis Dawes and Miss
and a large number of these were Teresa Dawes of Chicago; two
ruinesi. The Clinton and Fulton brothers, Winston Dawes of Halls
Fire Departznents answered calls and Hobson • Dawes of Casa
to the fire.
Grande, Ariz., and a sister, Mrs.
According to Hickman County W. F. Stallings of Brownsville.
Sheriff Curtis Vaughan the accident occurred in this manner. A
Holloway Company truck, a semitrailer loaded 'with tires, pulled
up to the service station. Dawes
filled the tank with gas while
Billy Alexander and occupant%
the truck driver was eating at of his car escaped injuries when
the cafe, then Dawes got into the Alexander lost control of his car
truck to park it elsewhere.
and the vehicle left the highway.
According to Sheriff Vaughan. went into a field and hit a teleDawes pulled onto the highway, phone pole The car was demoland at that time an empty cargo ished.
truck out of Sandersville, Ga., The accident occurred late Mondriven by Trussell, came over a day afternoon, while Alexander
hill near the drive-in. As Dawes was returning to Pulton from
at the time was on the right side Paducah. The wreaked car was
of the highway, headed south, towed to Fulton by a Paducah
Trussell started to pass. Just as wrecker.
he did. Dawes pulled across the
highway to the left directly in DUTCH OWENS ON
the path of the truck driven by TV FRIDAY NIGHT
Trussefl.
"Dutch" Owens of Fulton will
The body of Mr. Dawes is at appear over WFSD-TV Friday
the Hopkins, Hopkins and Brown night at 10 o'clock. Mr. Owens
Funeral Home at Clinton.
will Assume fishing. He is a
He lived in the Shady Nook fuesser guide at Kentucky Lake.

Billy Alexander
Has Auto Accident

Phone 126
206 Main
Fulton, Ky.

TRADE • NOW

Service Station Attendant Is
Milled When Tracks Collide

•
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